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1. Agius, Paul. Ackermann's Regency Furniture & Interiors. Marlborough; The Crowwood
Press: 1984. Published between 1809 and 1828, Ackermann's 'Repository of Arts, Literature,
Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions and Politics' provides an unparalleled window into the highclass world of Regency England. Gathered here are several hundred illustrations of furniture and
interiors as first published by Ackermann. A Regency-style tour de force. Hardcover. 10"x11",
200 pages, color and black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Minor wear. [39017] $250
2. Ames, Kenneth L & Gerald W.R. Ward (eds.). Decorative Arts and Household Furnishings
in America 1650-1920. An Annotated Bibliography. Winterthur; Henry Francis du Pont
Winterthur Museum: 1989. Ames & Ward is one of the most useful of the modern decorative
arts bibliographies, covering architecture, furniture, glass, ceramics, metals, textiles, timepieces,
artisans & culture, and "household activities and systems" (plumbing, heating, etc). Each section
was written by an expert in the field, and all the entries are extensively annotated. Hardcover.
8.5"x11", 392 pages, a fine copy. [32934] $25
3. Ames, Kenneth L. (ed.). Victorian Furniture. Essays from a Victorian Society Autumn
Symposium. The Victorian Society: 1982. What this does not discuss about Victorian furniture
may not be worth knowing. Contributors included Nancy A. Smith, Donald L. Fennimore, Page
Talbott, Rodris Roth, Christopher Monkhouse, and David H. Hanks. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 254
pages, hundreds of b/w illustrations; light wear. Light wear. [35409] $24
4. Anderson, Mark J., et al. Cadwalader Study. Winterthur; Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur
Museum: 1995. 2nd prtg. The results of a landmark project to examine, compare and document
every single piece of furniture that could be found that was made for General John Cadwalader
and his wife Elizabeth, of Philadelphia. But you knew that already. The co-authors were Gregory
J. Landrey and Philip D. Zimmerman. Despite the late date, and apparently having been two
printings, this study has become almost impossible to find. Softcover. 8.5"x11", about 125
pages, b/w and several color illustrations; light wear. [31635] $175
5. Andrews, Edward Deming & Faith. Shaker Furniture. The Craftsmanship of an
American Communal Sect. New York; Dover Publications: 1970s. A reprinting of the 1950
edition of this classic, first published in 1937. Softcover. 8"x11", 133 pages, b/w illustrations.
Light cover wear, corner creased, contents clean and nice. [32429] $20
6. [Andrews] The Andrews Shaker Collection. The catalog to an auction held by Skinner
Auctions on June 15, 2014. With most of the material the Andrews collected in museums, this
auction was basically the last chance private collectors had to purchase pieces from this
legendary collection. Although there had been some scholarly examination of Shaker community
life before the Andrews' pioneering book, Shaker furniture had been largely unappreciated. The
Andrews, who gained access to many East Coast Shaker communities and were welcomed by the
remaining members, were the first to focus not only on how Shaker furniture reflected the
inherent tenets of Shaker society, but on Shaker furniture as an important art form worth
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examination in its own right. Softcover. 8"x10.5", 160 pages, 138 lots, color illustrations. Minor
wear. [41829] $125
7. Apicella, Mary Ann. Scottish Cabinetmakers in Federal New York. Hanover; University
press of New England: 2007. "The first full-length study of the Scottish community of craftsman
in Federal New York. Extensively researched throughout the United States and the British Isles,
this lavishly illustrated volume brings to light the influence of Scottish cabinetmakers and
designs on furniture made in Federal America. While the Scottish-born Duncan Phyfe has always
been recognized as one of the premier makers of Federal furniture, Mary Ann Apicella
illuminates the community of craftsmen active in and around Atlantic coast style-centers during
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. By separating English antecedents and
American design trends from those identified by the author as uniquely Scottish in form,
ornament, and construction, the particular hallmarks of Scottish aesthetics and craftsmanship
become visible. To illustrate these findings, individual chapters devoted to chests of drawers,
wardrobes and linen presses, sideboards, desks and secretaries, tables, chairs, and clocks, offer a
comparative study of items. To contextualize and personalize these objects, the author includes a
discussion of Scottish migration patterns, artistic and social influences, and the cultural epicenter
of New York City. Carefully researched, clearly written, and copiously illustrated, Scottish
Cabinetmakers in Federal New York is a valuable resource for dedicated collectors and will
introduce new enthusiasts." Hardcover. 9"x12", 183 pages, 118 color and 43 black & white
illustrations, dust jacket. In fine condition. [90333] $45
8. SOLD
9. Aslin, Elizabeth. Nineteenth Century English Furniture. New York; Thomas Yoseloff:
1962. Whatever else one may say about the profusion of styles that characterized 19th century
English furniture, you cannot call them boring. From the more fanciful, overwrought children of
Pugin to the reforms of Eastlake, Ashbee and Gimson, and through the Gothic, Japanese and
Orientalist revivals, there was always something interesting afoot. This is a sweeping, scholarly,
well illustrated examination of the development of Revival styles, Victorian, Arts & Crafts, Art
Nouveau, and other furniture in 19th century England. It also contains a short guide to some of
the cabinetmaking firms and a short but helpful bibliography which includes a list of some
period exhibition catalogs. Hardcover. 7"x10", 93 pages of text plus 4 color and 135 b/w
illustrations, dj; a little light wear. [5100] $25
10. Atterbury, Paul (ed.). A.W.N. Pugin. Master of Gothic Revival. Published for the Bard
Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts by Yale University Press in 1995. A.W.N.
Pugin was one of the most influential designers and architects in the 19th century. As a collector
and scholar he pioneered a new appreciation for Medieval art and architecture; as an architect he
created cathedrals, churches colleges and a wide variety of buildings whose design profoundly
influenced architectural design in the Victorian era; as a designer he established Gothic as the
Official Style of Great Britain and one of the most popular decorative forms to emerge in the
nineteenth century. This massive catalog, which accompanied an equally massive loan
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exhibition, is packed with illustrations and features essays by Megan Aldrich, Paul Atterbury, and
many others. Softcover. 9"x12", 415 pages, color and black & white illustrations. Minor wear,
corner bump. [41119] $50
11. Baltimore Furniture. The Work of Baltimore and Annapolis Cabinetmakers from 1760
to 1810. Baltimore Museum of Art: 1947. Although much of the material in this important
catalog has been updated by other authors, it remains as the publication which first focused the
attention of collectors and scholars on Maryland furniture. The 125 objects illustrated were
selected for the exhibition by Joseph Downs and Henry Francis du Pont. Ames & Ward.
Semowich 881. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 195 pages, b/w illustrations. Minor wear. [35908] $150
12. [Barbour Collection] Koda, Paul. Frederick K. and Margaret R. Barbour's Furniture
Collection [with] -A Supplement. Hartford; The Connecticut Historical Society: 1963 & 1970.
The Barbours were discriminating collectors from the second generation of American furniture
collecting, specializing in Connecticut furniture. In the spring of 1971 the Frederick & Margaret
Barbour Furniture Collection was given to the Connecticut Historical Society in Hartford.
Judging from this catalog, the Barbours were also involved in a contest to see how many
highboys you could stuff into a house. The Supplement features fourteen additional pieces
purchased after the first catalog was issued in 1963. Includes several more highboys and chestson-chests. My God, what were they storing? Semowich 825. 2 volumes. Hardcover. 7.5"x10",
71 pages, 1 color plate and many black & white illustrations [and] Hardcover. 7.5"x10", 31
pages, b/w illustrations. Both volumes with slight abrasion at the top of the spine. Supplement
volume with internal water wrinkle and light stain along the page gutters. [40043] $65
13. [Barbour Collection] Koda, Paul. Frederick K. and Margaret R. Barbour's Furniture
Collection. Hartford; The Connecticut Historical Society: 1963. Softcover. 7.5"x10", 71 pages,
1 color plate and many black & white illustrations. Some soil, light wear. [34284] $25
14. Barbour, Frederick K. The Stature of Fine Connecticut Furniture. Printed for the author
in an edition of 200 numbered copies: 1959. Frederick K. Barbour [1894-1971] was a noted
collector of American antiques whose furniture collection focused on Colonial examples from his
native Connecticut and is now on display at the Connecticut Historical Society. Barbour's first
publication featuring pieces from his collection, which he more or less denies is a collection
here. His text is in no way scholarly or overly descriptive, but rather wanders pleasantly from
piece to piece as an after-dinner conversation might after too much brandy. Hardcover.
7.5"x11", 5 pages of text plus 1 color and 22 black & white plates. Slipcased. Inscribed to a
friend. Minor soil, some light wear and scuffing and a slice to the slipcase, but otherwise clean
and nice, with a tight binding.. [39311] $65
15. Barquist, David L. American Tables and Looking Glasses in the Mabel Brady Garvan
and Other Collections at Yale University. New Haven; Yale University Art Gallery: 1992.
"The Mabel Brady Garvan Collection of American furniture at the Yale University Art Gallery
forms the core of one of the largest and most important collections of American decorative arts
ever assembled. This book is a beautifully illustrated catalogue of the tables and looking glasses
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in the Garvan and related collections and completes a four-volume series devoted to Yale's
furniture collections. This volume contains detailed entries on 140 tables, 22 related objects, and
47 looking glasses ranging in date from the 1670s to 1990." Hardcover. 10"x10.5", 423 pages,
packed with color and b/w illustrations, dj. Minor wear. [38950] $35
16. [Barrett Collection] The Collection of Kay and Richard Barrett. Important American
and English Furniture, Needlework and Decorative Arts. New York; Christie's: June 17th,
1997. Sale 8704. In 1953 Watertown, Connecticut's Waite House, built sometime before 1782,
was scheduled to be demolished in favor of a new Post Office when the Barretts saved it by
buying it and moving it, on six trucks, to Cincinnati, Ohio. They spent the next several decades
furnishing it with antique American 18th century furniture and important collections of 17th and
18th century English needlework, 16th, 17th and 18th century brass candlesticks, and 18th
century English pottery, metalware, and related "smalls". The catalog features an introduction by
Dean Failey. Softcover. 8.5"x10.5", 145 pages, 337 lots, loaded with color and b/w illustrations.
Minor wear. [38021] $24
17. Beckerdite, Luke (ed.) American Furniture 1993. Published by the Chipstone Foundation
in 1993. This issue comprises the articles: Protective Covers for Furniture and Its Contents, by
Baumgarten - Origins of the Rococo Style in New York Furniture and Interior Architecture, by
Beckerdite - The Stock-in-Trade of John Hancock and Company, by Conradsen - Scandinavian
Modern Furniture in the Arts and Crafts Period: The Collaboration of the Greenes and the Halls,
by Cooke - Design Transmission in Vernacular Seating Furniture: The Influence of Philadelphia
and Baltimore Styles on Chairmaking from the Chesapeake Bay to the "West", by Evans American or English Furniture? Some Choices in the 1760s, by Hood - The Conservator as
Curator: Combining Scientific Analysis and Traditional Connoisseurship, by Landrey - Roman
Gusto in New England: An Eighteenth-Century Boston Furniture Designer and His Shop, by
Miller - Mid-Atlantic Easy Chairs, 1770-1850: Old Questions and New Evidence, by Trent - A
Catalogue of American Easy Chairs, by Anderson & Trent - The Wendell Family Furniture at
Strawbery Banke Museum, by Ward and Cullity. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 298 pages, color and black
& white illustrations. Minor wear, binding crack but pages tight, light soil. [40812] $125
18. Becksvoort, Christian. The Shaker Legacy. Perspectives on an Enduring Furniture
Style. The Taunton Press: 1998. In this nicely-illustrated study, Shaker expert Christian
Becksvoort discusses the roots and history of Shaker furniture, including the largely-ignored
Victorian period, and illustrates and describes 140 pieces of classic Shaker furniture. A feast for
the Shaker enthusiast. Hardcover. 8.5"x12", 233 pages, color and black & white illustrations,
dust jacket. light wear. [35100] $25
19. [Beds] Pittsburgh Furniture Manufactory Price List of Bedsteads, Bureaus, and
chamber Suits, Manufactured by M. Seibert & Co. September 8, 1886. Pittsburgh; 1886.
Seibert was located in Allegheny City, and manufactured an array of bedsteads in poplar, maple,
and walnut, as well as cribs, towel racks, cradles, lounges, tea pois, washstands, bureaus,
wardrobes, library bookcases, and secretary bookcases, and chamber suites in walnut, maple, and
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poplar (some with Tennessee marble tops). Softcover. 3.5"x6", 8 pages. Minor soil. [39759]
$35
20. Bird, Michael S. Canadian Country Furniture, 1675-1950. Erin (Ontario): Boston Mills
Press: 1994. An important study, the first comprehensive, in-depth book examining Canadian
country and folk furniture from the entire nation, including the often-neglected western
provinces. Illustrated with over 700 photographs, the variety and richness of the country/folk
tradition of Canadian furniture is amply demonstrated, and the various cultural heritages which
contributed to it, including the Hutterites, Mennonites, and Doukhobors, are examined. Howard
pain, the dean of Canadian furniture historians, contributes a rather glowing Foreword.
Hardcover. 9"x12", 403 pages, color and black & white illustrations, dj. Fine. [36212] $25
21. Bishop, Robert. Centuries and Styles of The American Chair, 1640-1970. New York; E.P.
Dutton: 1972. The most massive and heavily illustrated survey of the development and history
of American seating furniture. Robert Bishop authored several books on American antiques and
was Curator of Furniture at the Henry Ford Museum. "This work is most valuable for its
numerous illustrations drawn from many different collections" (Ames). Hardcover. 9"x11", 526
pages, 923 b/w illustrations, dj; bibliography. Warm inscription by "Bob Bishop". Light wear.
[39156] $35
22. Bivins, John, Jr. The Furniture of Coastal North Carolina, 1700-1820. MESDA/
University of North Carolina Press: 1988. A massive and important study of this early furnituremaking center. With examples drawn from a number of public and private collections, this was
not an attempt to document every piece of furniture that could be found, but to survey and
document the "unique regional" style. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", xiii + 562 pages, color frontispiece,
hundreds of b/w illustrations, dj. Jacket a little worn, else a nice copy. [39219] $275
23. Boor, John William, with Allison, Jonathan, Christopher, & Peter Boor. Philadelphia
Empire Furniture. Hanover; University Press of New England: 2006. "This volume looks
closely for the first time at Philadelphia Empire furniture and the development of decorative arts
in Philadelphia between 1800 and 1840. The authors explore Neo-Classicism, contemporary
history of Philadelphia, the emergence of Greek-Revival architecture, and the cabinetmakers of
Philadelphia Empire furniture. At the beginning of the 19th century Greek-inspired architecture
gained popularity in Philadelphia and the city became known for its classically-inspired
monumental buildings. The furniture illustrated comes from various sources, including the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Atheneum of Philadelphia, the Winterthur Museum in
Delaware, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, The White House Historical
Association, and from many private collections." Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 596 pages, 495 color
and 126 b/w illustrations, dj. Fine. [38695] $45
24. Boscobel Restoration. The Story of Boscobel and its Builder: States Morris Dyckman.
Boscobel Restoration Inc.: 1974. Its website explains- "Boscobel was originally built from
1804-1808. The project was conceived and initiated by States Morris Dyckman, a Loyalist, who
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made his fortune working for British quartermasters during the Revolutionary War. States died in
1806 with only the foundation for Boscobel in place. The project was completed by his wife
Elizabeth Corne Dyckman, who lived in the house until her death in 1823. Boscobel was
originally built 15 miles down the river in Montrose, New York. After it faced demolition in the
1950s, the house was moved and reconstructed on the current site thanks to the efforts of a group
of pioneers of the preservation movement. Currently, Boscobel is home to one of the nation?s
leading collections of furniture and decorative arts from the Federal period." Softcover.
9.5"x9.5", 52 pages, color and black & white illustrations. Minor soil, cover edges faded.
[40101] $24
25. Bowers, William S. Craftsmen of Franklin County, Penna. 1784-1884. Published in
Mercersburg by Irwinton Publishers in 1984. An important study of artisans in this south-central
Pennsylvania county. Chapters include- Clockmakers, Silversmiths, Jewelers - Cabinetmakers,
Chairmakers, Turners - Carpenters, Joiners - metal fabricators, copper, brass, tin plate - Furnaces,
foundries, castings - iron fabricators, tools, implements - Fine Arts, painters, decorators, limners
- Potters, pottery, kilns - -Gunsmiths. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 220 pages, black & white
illustrations. Fine. [40803] $45
26. Bowett, Adam. English Furniture, 1660-1714. From Charles II to Queen Anne.
Woodbridge; Antique Collector's Club: 2002. "This book describes the development of
fashionable English furniture between the restoration of Charles II in 1660 and the death of
Queen Anne in 1714. Based very largely on contemporary documents and on original and firmly
documented furniture, it provides a closely-reasoned analysis of changing furniture styles,
together with much technical information on materials and processes. This extensively illustrated
book is the first comprehensive review of the subject for nearly one hundred years". Hardcover.
9.5"x11.5", 323 pages, hundreds of color and some black & white illustrations, dust jacket. New
condition. [90288] $45
27. Brackett, Oliver. Catalogue of English Furniture & Woodwork. Volume III: Late Stuart
to Queen Anne. London; Victoria & Albert Museum, Department of Woodwork: 1927. A fine
study of very fine of English furniture & woodwork from 1660-1714 in the collection of the
V&A. Hardcover. 7"x10", 52 pages plus 56 black & white plates. Light wear. [33784] $25
28. Brackett, Oliver & H. Clifford Smith. English Furniture Illustrated. A Pictorial Review
of English Furniture from Chaucer to Queen Victoria. New York; Macmillan: 1950. A
magnificent opus on English furniture from Gothic and Tudor times to the early 19th century.
Oliver Brackett, who originally wrote this book, was the Keeper of Woodwork at the Victoria
and Albert Museum from the early days of the 20th century, and he spent several decades adding
fine English furniture to the Museum's examples of European pieces, until the V&A's collection
(on which this book is based) was among the world's best. His assistant for much of this work
was young H. Clifford Smith, who revised and edited the second edition, which is presented
here. Hardcover. 10"x12.5", 300 pages, 240 black & white plates, dust jacket. Jacket with some
wear. [35563] $25
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29. Brainard, Newton C. & Houghton Bulkeley & Phyllis Kihn. Connecticut Cabinetmakers.
[in the] Connecticut Historical Society Bulletin, October, 1967 & January, 1968. An important
research project which identified more than 350 cabinetmakers working before 1820. Semowich
804. Softcover. 2 volumes. 6"x9", 48 + 40 pages, black & white illustrations. Light soil, minor
wear. [37547] $35
30. Brown, Richard. The Rudiments of Drawing Cabinet and Upholstery Furniture:
comprising Instructions for designing and delineating the different articles of those
branches geometrically and perspectively; thereby producing the effect each piece will have
when executed: and shewing by a scale the real measures for the workman. Illustrated by
Appropriate Diagrams and Designs, Proportioned upon Architectural Principles, After the
Manner of the Antique, on Twenty-five Plates, each accompanied with explanatory
remarks. London; printed for M. Taylor: 1835.
First published in 1820, this is one of the most singular and outspoken cabinetmaking
books of the 19th century, and was also the first devoted in large part to the new Greek Revival
style in furniture. An architect and designer in London, Brown introduced several elements
which were to become Victorian mainstays, among them the rounded form which became so
popular later in the century (Joy). He was moved to write, like many others both before and
since, by a dissatisfaction with his contemporaries' work. He deals with both Chippendale and
Sheraton in a single sentence, criticizing their "trivial compositions... taken from the models of
the French school of about the middle of the last century, now obsolete" and then for good
measure slam dunks Chippendale by further commenting that of the two Sheraton "is the one
most worthy of notice."
He has no use, however, for Sheraton's attempts at delineating a system of geometry for
cabinetmakers, noting his "entangling vanishing points, and crossing the diagrams in a confused
and cobweb-like manner..." (he would not be the first, or last, to find fault with Sheraton's
geometry). Brown subscribed to the belief that the study of earlier times held the key to tasteful
decoration. He tolerated the Egyptians (whose designs were "more to be admired for their
sublimity than true elegance"), despised the Romans ("pompous... covered every part of their
works with ornaments in wanton profusion...and render their productions one indistinguishable
mass") and admired the Greeks above all others, "who have displayed a taste hitherto unequaled,
and that fills the enlightened world with admiration."
When dealing with ornament, Brown truly reached his stride. He laid down the law,
stating "All ornaments introduced into furniture should be rich, graceful and consistent, and not
of the vulgar kind: the passionflower, for instance, is extremely rich, the sun-flower vulgar,
although we frequently see it introduced, with dolphins, shells, and other incongruous
appendages, on the poles of window curtains." He further advises against use of "serpents and
other obnoxious reptiles, to which we have a natural antipathy." His imagination was unlimited
(Joy terms it whimsical, approaching absurd): a dressing table should have the decorations of
plants which produce perfume; sofas need decoration denoting comfort, for instance couch
flower and heartsease; for a table for playing cards "perhaps the mask of Comus, the god of
festivals and mirth, will be found to accord.". Since Brown comments in this vein on every piece
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of furniture, the book is quite entertaining reading. The designs include a wide variety of tables
as well as chests, bookcases, seats, sofas, beds and other pieces, and also several room designs;
the pieces are interesting, often very dramatic. Needless to say, the perspective is perfect. Bound
at the back, but paginated within the sequence of the main book, is "An Elucidation on the
Principles of Drawing Ornaments, Exemplified on Seven Plates", first published in 1822.
Hardcover. 10"x11.5", xvi + 87 pages, plus 25 + 7 plates. Bound in the publisher's
original printed boards, covers somewhat scuffed and soiled. Rebacked, with a new, sympathetic
spine, and new endpapers. Some light internal spotting and a little soil. Ex-institutional, with a
number on the margin of the frontispiece and several numbers written on the copyright page.
Overall a nice copy in the original pasteboard covers. [31026] $650
31. Butler, Joseph T. Sleepy Hollow Restorations. A Cross-Section of the Collection.
Published by the Sleepy Hollow Press in 1983. The furniture, silver, metalwares, ceramics &
glass, and textiles in the collection of this important foundation which administers three Hudson
River Valley historic homes- Philipsburg Manor, Van Cortlandt Manor, and Sunnyside.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 310 pages, color and black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Minor wear.
[40810] $24
32. Carlano, Annie & Bobbie Sumberg. Sleeping Around: The Bed from Antiquity to Now.
Washington; Museum of International Folk Art & University of Washington Press: 2006. The
idea of "bed" is universal, though the variations on sleeping accommodations that humans have
come up with through the millennia are seemingly endless. Here two curators from the Museum
of International Folk Art in Santa Fe take readers on a lively tour of beds and sleeping customs
over time and around the world, from beds barely more than mats on the ground to heavy, builtin cabinet beds. Among some 140 color photographs and illustrations are images of Japanese
wooden pillows and American quilts, four-posters and Murphy beds, berths in wagons and trains,
and stone beds for "eternal slumber." Softcover. 8.5"x11", 164 pages, black & white and color
illustrations. Fine. [95183] $20
33. Catalogo de la Exposicion de Mobiliario Espanol de los Siglos XV, XVI, y primera
mitad del XVIII. Published by the Sociedad Espanola de Amigos del Arte in 1918. 2nd edition.
The second edition of a catalog first published to chronicle an exhibition of 15th-18th century
Spanish furniture. The descriptions are thumbnail at best, but as a pictorial record this book
retains its interest and usefulness. Hardcover. 10.5"x12.5", 8 pages plus 32 black & white
plates. Some cover soil and wear, some scattered internal soil and light wear, inner hinges
reinforced. With the bookplate of 1920s Philadelphia antique dealer and collector Daniel H. Farr.
[40814] $45
34. Cescinsky, Herbert. The Gentle Art of Faking Furniture. London; Chapman & Hall:
1931. One of the most influential and best-loved books on fake furniture and its attendant
hazards, fakers, detecting alterations, etc. As collecting "old things" became more popular at the
end of the 19th century and start of the 20th, the trade in restored (faked) furniture exploded,
with able cabinetmakers and unscrupulous dealers happily pasting genuinely old parts together to
create "complete" examples of rare pieces, usually with no notice to the purchaser that any
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restoration work had been done beyond a brisk dusting and perhaps a new coat of varnish. Into
this morass of confusion, collusion and corruption Herbert Cescinsky, longtime dealer and the
author of more than half a dozen respected books on antique English furniture, clocks and
interiors, happily waded with this much-needed book. Ames & Ward call it "literate and
entertaining", and go on to note that its lessons, though decades old, apply "with equal force
today and almost appear to have been written as a cautionary for some modern historians -even
though the remarks are directed at the collector of English furniture, students of American
objects can profit by many of the general observations. See, in particular, the list of questions
stated in Chapter 5, 'Detective Methods and the Problem of Restoration'." Hardcover. 8"x10.5",
168 pages plus 288 black & white plates. Covers lightly dusty, some splits to the cloth along the
hinges. Pages lightly toned. [38576] $125
35. Churchill, Edwin A. Simple Forms and Vivid Colors: An Exhibition of Maine Painted
Furniture, 1800-1850. Augusta; Maine State Museum: 1983. The catalog to an important loan
exhibition of regional "country" painted furniture. In addition to the fine color photographs and
descriptions of the 32 pieces of furniture in the exhibition, the text catalog features a foreword by
Dean Fales, Jr., brief biographies of known furniture decorators, an essay on 19th century grainpainting techniques by Stephen Weston, an essay on bronze stenciling by Kenneth Jewitt, and a
bibliography. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 117 pages, many color and several b&w illustrations. Stain
on the rear cover extends onto the last several pages at the bottom. [39996] $40
36. Churchill, Edwin A. Simple Forms and Vivid Colors: An Exhibition of Maine Painted
Furniture, 1800-1850. Augusta; Friends of the Maine State Museum: 1997. A reprinting of the
original 1983 catalog to an important loan exhibition of regional "country" painted furniture.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 117 pages, many color and several b&w illustrations, dust jacket. Minor
soil. [39997] $60
37. [Christie Collection] The Lansdell K. Christie Collection of Notable American
Furniture. New York; Sotheby Parke Bernet: October 21st, 1972. Sale 3422. The catalog to an
important auction of fine high-style furniture, including work by Goddard-Townsend, Seymour
and McIntire. The Christie's collected American furniture through the 1960s with the help of
Harold Sack, and built up a superb collection of the finest examples, some of which were sold at
Lansdell Christie's death in 1972. Softcover. 7.5"x11", 152 pages, 92 lots, color and b/w
illustrations. Some soil and wear. [39409] $24
38. Clemmensen, Tove. Furniture by N.H. Jardin, C.F. Harsdorff and J.C. Lillie and
Examples of Their Interior Decoration. A Contribution to the History of Neo-Classicism in
Denmark from 1755 to 1800. Copenhagen; The National Museum of Denmark: 1973.
A massive project to explore unexplored facets of Neoclassic design in Denmark, which was
originally the author's doctoral thesis. Although the main text is in Danish, there is a 45-page
English summary of the text, and the illustration captions are in English and Danish. Softcover.
8.5"x12", 575 pages, 154 black & white plates. Covers a bit soiled, tips thumbed. [39381] $85
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39. [Coleman] The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram D. Coleman. New York; Christie's:
January 16, 1998. Sale 8842. The catalog of an auction of a very select collection of American
furniture, paintings, Marine art, silver and early lighting. The Coleman's had also owned the
famous Million Dollar tea table bought by Eddy Nicholson in 1986. Softcover. 8"x11", 151
pages, 292 lots, mostly color, some b/w illustrations, prices realized sheet taped to inside cover.
Institutional stamp on cover, else fine. [31671] $20
40. [CHS] Some Notes on Sunflower Chests. [contained in the] Bulletin of the Connecticut
Historical Society. January, 1944. Ruminations on a small group of Hadley Chest-like chests
which featured carved sunflower motifs. Softcover. 6"x9", article- 5 pages. 1 black & white
illustration. Minor soil. [38640] $15
41. Conradsen, David H. Useful Beauty. Early American Decorative Arts from St. Louis
Collections. Saint Louis Art Museum: 1999. the catalog to an exhibition of 35 pieces of
furniture, 16 pieces of silver and 1 piece of needlework, all 18th century American, all from
private collections in the St. Louis area. Each examples is presented in a stunning full-page color
photo and accompanied by a complete scholarly description. A large, beautifully-crafted catalog
which features 52 pieces of stunning 18th century American craftsmanship. The text includes a
Foreword by Patricia Kane. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 124 pages, color illustrations, dust jacket.
Minor wear. [39821] $85
42. Cooper, Wendy A. In Praise of America. Masterworks of American Decorative Arts,
1650-1830. Fifty Years of Discovery Since the 1929 Girl Scouts Loan Exhibition. New York;
Alfred A. Knopf: 1980. The 1929 Girl Scout Loan Exhibition of antique American furniture and
antiques was a landmark in the history of collecting in America. For the 50th Anniversary of that
groundbreaking exhibition, Wendy Cooper has written a series of essays on topics such as object
documentation, upholstery, approaches to regionalism, production outside major style centers,
and more. The introduction describes the Girl Scout Exhibition and the state of collecting and
scholarship in 1929. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 280 pages, 52 color and 308 b/w illustrations, dj.
Light wear. [39889] $24
43. Copeland, Peter A. & Janet H. (eds.). The Indian Splint Manufacturing Company,
Geneva, New York. 1909 and 1910-11 Catalogs. The Parchment Press: 1994. "This furniture
manufacturer had an interesting history and produced a unique line of Arts and Crafts furniture all recounted in a detailed, illustrated Introduction by authors Jill and Michael Clark. Indian
Splint furniture is mission style furniture that used woven ash or oak splints in the place of solid
wood surfaces. Aesthetically, this furniture is very pleasing, ideally suited to an Adirondack or
Upper Peninsula lodge. It offers a refreshing alternative to the traditional "springs and leather"
mission furniture of most other manufacturers". Softcover. 10.5"x8", 96 pages, black & white
illustrations. New. [90415] $15
44. Cotton, B.D. Cottage and Farmhouse Furniture in East Anglia. Regional Styles in the
18th and 19th Centuries. Norfolk Rural Life Museum: 1987. A very nicely-done exhibition
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catalog of case furniture, tables, and chairs made by the rural cabinetmakers and used by the
rural folk of East Anglia. An important contribution to a much-neglected subject. Very scarce.
Softcover. 8.5"x11", 51 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor soil. [38989] $35
45. Cotton, Bernard D. Scottish Vernacular Furniture. New York; Thames & Hudson: 2008.
Heavily illustrated with 450 color photos and 100 additional black and white figures, this catalog
offers a complete and authoritative study available of regional furniture design and use in
Scotland. It looks closely at a social history and at lifestyles that are at some levels primitive and
at others surprisingly sophisticated. If not always high art, vernacular furniture proves that
limited resources need not exclude aesthetic quality, nor must the functional imperative exclude
beauty and charm. In writing this book, Bernard Cotton and his wife Gerry made it a priority to
see pieces in their contexts, to meet the people who used them, and to understand how they were
made. The story of their quest is itself an adventure, and the objects he photographed often
represent the life and death of a community, the vital relics of a vanished culture. Hardcover.
10”x12.5”, 304 pages, 412 color and 132 black & white illustrations, dj. Fine. [38222] $35
46. Crispin, Thomas. The English Windsor Chair. Published by Alan Sutton in 1992. A very
well illustrated survey of the history, design and construction of the English windsor chair.
Includes sections devoted to a history of the form, comb-backs, bow-backs, regional variations,
and factory-made chairs. Hardcover. 6.5"x9", 191 pages, packed with black & white
illustrations, dust jacket. Minor soil. [41440] $24
47. Cummings, Abbott Lowell (ed.). Rural Household Inventories. Establishing the Names,
Uses and Furnishings of Rooms in the Colonial New England Home, 1675-1775. Boston;
Society for Preservation of New England Antiquities: 1964. A very interesting study of 109
period inventories from Suffolk County, Massachusetts. Suffolk County was larger then than it is
now, and many of the towns included here are no longer part of the county. Then as now its most
significant city is Boston, but the researchers decided to exclude Boston from the survey because
of the cit bias it would have introduced into the result,and because, proportionately, a much
higher percentage of period dwellings survive to the present day in the suburbs of the city than in
the city itself. Having decided on the parameters of the study, the researchers painstakingly
copied the trove of surviving wills, bonds, accounts and inventories still extant in the Suffolk
County Registry of Probate, and "translated" them from 17th and 18th century English (and
punctuation) to 20th century English. "A valuable compilation that has helped to draw attention
to the inventory as a way of providing insight into the domestic life of the past" -Ames & Ward.
Hardcover. 7"x10", 306 pages, some b/w illustrations. Minor wear, light soil. [38760] $85
48. [Curtis] The George M. Curtis Collection of Early American Furniture and Silver. The
catalog to an auction held in New York by Parke-Bernet Galleries on May 14th and 15th, 1948.
Sale 971. The sale of the estate of the noted antiquarian, silver collector, and Walpole Society
member. To quote from the Foreword- "George M. Curtis (1857-1915) was one of the
outstanding pioneers in the field of research i early American silver and other native antiques,
and it follows that he was also one of the most discerning and discriminating collectors."
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Softcover. 7.5"x10.5", 313 lots, 87 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor cover wear and light
soil. [42159] $35
49. Davidoff, Donald A. & Stephen Gray. Innovation and Derivation: The Contribution of
L. & J.G. Stickley to the Arts and Crafts Movement. Craftsman farms Foundation: 1995.
"This heavily illustrated book served as the exhibition catalog for an exhibition of the same name
at Craftsman Farms in 1995 and 1996. The book has clear, sharp photographs of every object in
the exhibition - many objects rarely seen in museum collections. The noted authors also present
a detailed history of the L. & J.G. Stickley Company and the contributions of its principals to
Arts and Crafts furniture design, including their relationships with brother Gustav and with other
furniture makers of the period. The scholarly research and photographs presented in this work
are for the most part not available in any other book. A must for the serious student of Stickley."
Softcover. 8.5"x11", 127 pages, black & white illustrations. Fine. [90364] $20
50. Davidson, Marshall B. & Elizabeth Stillinger. The American Wing at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. New York; Harrison House: 1985. A stunning visual and textual survey of one
of the most important Americana collections in the country. The bulk of the book is, of course,
devoted to furniture, but there are also extensive chapters devoted to silver, ceramics, glass,
paintings & prints, and sculpture. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 352 pages, loaded with color and b/w
illustrations, dj. Light wear. [38150] $24
51. Dietz, Ulysses G. Century of Revivals. Nineteenth-Century American Furniture from
the Collection of the Newark Museum. The Newark Museum: 1983. A reissue of the Newark
Museum Quarterly, Spring/Summer, 1980 issue. An exhibition catalog featuring the major pieces
of 19th century Victorian furniture from the museum's collection, with a focus on Victorian
Revivalism. Softcover. 7.5"x10", 63 pages, b/w illustrations; light wear. [37356] $25
52. Doud, Richard K. Winterthur Portfolio 4. University Press of Virginia for the Henry
Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum: 1968. The articles include- Furniture of the Lower
Connecticut River Valley: The Hartford Area, 1785-1810, by Nancy E. Richards - Wallpaper
from the Shop of William Poyntell, by Horace L. Hotchkiss, Jr. - Denis A. Volozan, Philadelphia
Neoclassicist, by David Sellen - Johann Christoph Heyne, Pewterer, Minister, by Eric de Jonge John Hewitt, (New York) Cabinetmaker, by Marilynn A. Johnson. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 228
pages, b/w illustrations. Near fine. [39353] $24

53. Downs, Joseph. American Furniture, Queen Anne and Chippendale Periods in the
Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum. New York; Macmillan: 1952. A cornerstone
reference work, which remains the standard study of this period. Joseph Downs (1895?1954) was
one of the foremost scholars of American decorative arts of his era, and was instrumental in
developing the study of American decorative arts into a serious discipline. Downs worked in the
Decorative Arts department at the Pennsylvania Museum, was assistant curator of the American
Wing of the Metropolitan Museum of Art from 1932 until 1949, and in 1949 he joined
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Winterthur. While there he began what was projected to be a three-volume history of American
furniture, based on the Winterthur collection. The first volume, covering the Queen Anne and
Chippendale periods, was published in 1952, but Downs died before the later volumes were
complete. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 10 color plates and 401 b/w illustrations, dust jacket. Signed.
Light wear. [39152] $45
54. Downs, Joseph. American Furniture, Queen Anne and Chippendale Periods in the
Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum. New York; Macmillan: 1952. Hardcover.
9.5"x12", 10 color plates and 401 b/w illustrations. Light wear, minor soil, cover scuffs.
[39792] $35
55. Elder, William Voss III. Baltimore Painted Furniture 1800-1840. Baltimore Museum of
Art: 1972. The catalog to an important loan exhibition which drew on both private and public
collections. "Baltimore painted furniture of the period 1800-1840 is a unique contribution to
American cabinetmaking and was unparalleled in its own time by products of other major East
coast cabinetmaking centers. Although in mahogany and other hardwood furniture Baltimore
chairmakers and cabinetmakers followed the same sequence of style and decoration in the early
19th century as Philadelphia and New York, they continued to produce painted furniture on a
scale not attained or perhaps not desired other American cabinetmaking centers where painted
furniture simply did not exist in the quantity or quality of Baltimore". William Voss Elder
contributes the introductory essay, and there is a checklist of cabinetmakers working in
Baltimore in this period. Semowich 882. Softcover. 11"x9", 132 pages, black & white
illustrations. Covers a bit rubbed and worn. [38791] $50
56. Elder, William Voss III & Lu Bartlett. John Shaw. Cabinetmaker of Annapolis. Baltimore
Museum of Art: 1983. An exhaustive documentation of Shaw's life and work, along with
meticulous descriptions of 61 pieces he made. "This study is in many respects a model
investigation of a craftsman and his products" (Ames & Ward). Softcover. 9"x11", 174 pages,
color frontispiece and many black & white illustrations. Light wear. [33642] $85
57. Eriksen, Svend. Early Neo-Classicism in France. The Creation of the Louis Seize Style
in Architectural Decoration, Furniture and Ormolu, Gold and Silver, and Sevres Porcelain
in the Mid-Eighteenth Century. London; Faber & Faber: 1970. An important work on early
French Neoclassic furniture, porcelain, silver, and other arts, based on a vast selection of
photographs and much documentary evidence unearthed from the incomplete records that remain
from 18th century France (in Paris, for instance, many early records were lost in the riots of
1871, following defeat in the Franco-Prussian War). The author notes- "This book springs from
the fact that, in the course of some years' search in museums and private collections, I have come
across a variety of objects which would seem to stand stylistically somewhere between Rococo
and the Neo-Classical phases -between Louis Quinze and Louis Seize- and I have tried to
assemble information that might increase our understanding of the artistic developments of that
stage. To put it another way, the book is intended as an aid to the piecing together of a vast
jigsaw puzzle which fell on the floor some two hundred years ago...unfortunately many of the
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pieces seem to have disappeared completely...yet no game is worth playing if it is too easy, and
one can derive much pleasure from just piecing bits of it together". Hardcover. 9"x11", 432
pages plus 9 color and 499 b&w illustrations. Light wear. [38666] $350
58. [Ernst] The Early American Collection of Mr. & Mrs. G.G. Ernst, Norwalk, Conn.
New York; American Art Galleries: January 20-23, 1926. The sale of a famous and noted early
collection of fine American Colonial and Federal furniture. The Ernsts began collecting in 1898,
and formed part of the first generation of serious collectors of American antiques. Some of the
pieces are noted as having been purchased from Charles Pendleton's pioneering collection.
Hardcover. 6.5"x10", 201 pages, 860 lots, black & white illustrations. Originally a softcover,
bound into green cloth with the paper cover mounted on the front panel. Paper covers shows soil,
otherwise clean. [35139] $45
59. Evans, Nancy Goyne. American Windsor Furniture. Specialized Forms. Published by
the Hudson Hills Press in association with Winterthur in 1997. A companion book to Evans's
acclaimed earlier study of American windsor furniture, this book explores custom-made
examples, specialized for a specific use or user- "writing-arm chairs, rocking chairs, settees and
benches, stools, and spinning wheels; such rare forms as commode chairs, seats for invalids, and
barber chairs; and even toy miniatures. Surveyed by form, geographic region, and pattern
chronology, this publication is a masterful study." Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 256 pages, 31 color and
hundreds of black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Minor wear. [41448] $45
60. Fairbanks, Jonathan L., Robert Trent, et al. New England Begins: The Seventeenth
Century. Boston; Museum of Fine Arts: 1982. The famous catalog to the landmark loan
exhibition, and a wonderful work of scholarship as well, with essays delving into various aspects
of 17th century New England decorative and fine arts. This catalog includes essays by Fairbanks,
Trent, David Grayson Allen, David D. Hall, Robert Blair St. George, Susan Gibb, and Albert S.
Roe. Softcover. 3 volumes. 8"x11", 575 pages, b/w and color illustrations. Light wear, a little
soil. [33651] $450
61. Fales, Dean A. American Painted Furniture, 1660-1880. New York; E.P. Dutton: 1972.
An important reference work. Fales begins in the 17th century, when painted furniture was very
popular (though not many original finishes survive), and continues through the 18th century,
with side trips into japanning and Windsor chairs. Federal and Empire furniture are covered
before the various Victorian styles are all examined. There are also discussions of Shaker
furniture and Pennsylvania-German pieces. "This remains an excellent overview." (Ames)
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 299 pages, 510 illustrations, some in color, dust jacket. Light wear.
[38973] $35
62. Fales, Dean A. American Painted Furniture, 1660-1880. Bonanza Books reprint.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 299 pages, 510 illustrations, some in color, dust jacket. Light wear, rip in
jacket. $35
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63. Fales, Dean A. The Furniture of Historic Deerfield. New York; E.P. Dutton: 1976. The
beautiful and scholarly catalog of this very important collection of 17th and 18th century New
England furniture. The Flynts themselves purchased most of the items in the collection, so it not
only shows a fine cross-section of the best New England furniture, but is also an example of the
taste and collecting eye of a single pair of astute and unique collectors." Hardcover. 8.5"x11",
294 pages, 578 illustrations, several in color, dust jacket. Jacket with some soil, bookplate.
[39890] $35
64. Fales, Dean A., Jr. Cotton Bennett, Beverley Cabinetmaker: A Discovery. [contained in
the] Essex Institute Historical Collections; July, 1964. Dean Fales discusses an elegant Sheraton
desk/bookcase with the 1809 label of Beverly, Massachusetts cabinetmaker Cotton Bennett (a
recent gift to the Society) and then explores newly-discovered details of Bennett's life.
Softcover. 6"x9". Article: 4 pages, 3 b/w illustrations. Entire issue: 81 pages, b/w illustrations.
Light soil. [39595] $20
65. Fede, Helen Maggs. Washington Furniture at Mount Vernon. Mount Vernon Ladies
Association: 1966. A well illustrated and detailed handbook illustrating and describing some of
the most interesting furniture at Mount Vernon. Since Washington was a grind, er, meticulous
note-taker, much of the text concerns which bills and invoices might go with which pieces.
Softcover. 6"x9", 72 pages, many color and b/w illustrations. Light wear & soil. [37873] $24
66. Feld, Elizabeth & Stuart. Of the Newest Fashion. Masterpieces of American NeoClassical Decorative Arts. New York; Hirschl & Adler Galleries: 2001. Hirschl & Adler's 50th
Anniversary exhibition. A beautifully illustrated catalog, featuring sections on furniture, silver,
lighting, metalwork, glass, and porcelain. Softcover. 9"x11", 103 pages, color and b/w
illustrations. Bibliography. New. [90199] $35
67. Fitzgerald, Oscar P. The Green Family of Cabinetmakers: An Alexandria Institution,
1817-1887. Alexandria; The Lyceum: 1986. An excellent exhibition catalog with a very
interesting essay on this family of 19th century Virginia cabinetmakers. Softcover. 11"x8.5", 59
pages, many b/w illustrations; a fine copy. [37346] $45
68. Flanigan, J. Michael. American Furniture from the Kaufman Collection. New York;
Harry N. Abrams for the National Gallery of Art: 1986. Anyone lucky enough to see the
exhibition in person will be impressed with how well the beauty and distinctiveness of the pieces
is captured in this colorful book. Flanigan's scholarly text and explanation of the pieces and their
subtleties makes this a model catalog. Hardcover. 10"x12.5", 262 pages, color and b/w
illustrations, dj. Near fine. [39129] $45
69. [Flayderman] Colonial Furniture, Silver & Decorations. The Collection of the late
Philip Flayderman. The catalog to an auction held in New York by the American Art
Association on January 2-4th, 1930. "Many labeled, pedigreed, and historic examples including
heirlooms of the Hancock, Revere, Cooke, Bartlett, Bowen, Choate & Johnson-Campbell
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Families." The Foreword notes that this collection- "represents twenty-five years of assiduous
and highly discriminating collecting by the late Philip Flayderman of Boston. Had he lived, there
is no doubt but that many of these important items would never have appeared in the open
market... It might be claimed that no other collection contains such a large number of pieces
bearing the makers' original trade labels, constituting in themselves a valuable reference".
Hardcover. 8"x11", 275 pages, 514 lots, numerous black & white illustrations. Original
softcovers worn and soiled, held together in parts with tape, covers basically detached, along
with the endpaper and frontispiece. Text block with light wear and minor soil. Ready for
rebinding in cloth. [41943] $35
70. [Franklin] Highly Important American Furniture from the Collection of Dr. C. Ray
Franklin. New York; Christie's: October 13, 1984. Dr. C. Ray Franklin, a Kentucky-born
descendant of Benjamin Franklin, was a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons at
Columbia University and counted amongst his patients Presidents Hoover, Roosevelt, Truman
and Eisenhower. His collection of American furniture was as distinguished as his patient list, and
he was among the coterie of collectors and dealers which included Wallace Nutting, Israel Sack,
and Joe Kindig. His collection was featured in The Magazine Antiques in 1948and he was
mentioned in Albert Sack's 1953 tribute to his father "Israel Sack, A Record of Service". In 1984
he sold most of his collection privately to the collector who later consigned it en-bloc for this
auction. Hardcover. 8"x10.5", 120 pages, 646 lots, color and black & white illustrations, dust
jacket. Prices realized sheet. Near fine. [38086] $24
71. [Garbisch] The Garbisch Collection. Volume Four: Important American Furniture and
Related Decorative Arts. New York; Sotheby Parke Bernet: May 23-25, 1980. Col. Edgar
William and Bernice Chrysler Garbisch, daughter of the motor-car guy, were omnivorous and
passionate collectors. This was part of the sale of the major portion of their collections of
paintings, furniture, ceramics and other arts; an exceptional and important sale. Softcover.
9"x9.5", 724 lots, about 125 pages, ; profusely illustrated in color and b&w. Front cover lower
right-hand portion ripped of and re-taped back on. [36159] $24
72. Garrett, Wendell, et al. Neo-Classicism in America. Inspiration and Innovation
1810-1840. New York; Hirschl & Adler Galleries: 1991. A wide-ranging exhibition featuring
furniture, paintings, prints, silver and some ceramics and glass, beautifully photographed and
meticulously described with entries written by Wendell Garrett, Susan Menconi, Barbara Ward,
Joseph Goddu, and Bruce Lazarus. Garrett also contributes the main essay- “Novus Ordo
Seclorum: A New Order of the Ages”. Softcover. 9”x10”, 135 pages, color and b/w illustrations.
Minor cover wear, slight internal soil. [39977] $45
73. Garvin, Donna-Belle, James L. Garvin & John F. Page. Plain & Elegant, Rich &
Common. Documented New Hampshire Furniture, 1750-1850. Concord; New Hampshire
Historical Society: 1978. The catalog to a loan exhibition which explored the regional
characteristics of New Hampshire furniture as they related to other cabinetmaking centers in
Maine and Massachusetts. The documented pieces of furniture often include labels or
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advertisements, and the catalog includes interesting biographical information on the
cabinetmakers. Although the period covered is technically 1750 to 1850, the majority of the
furniture dates between 1800 and 1850. Semowich 980. Ames & Ward. Softcover. 7.5"x11",
153 pages, black & white illustrations. Light wear. [39037] $35
74. Garvin, Donna-Belle, James L. Garvin & John F. Page. Plain & Elegant, Rich &
Common. Documented New Hampshire Furniture, 1750-1850. Concord; New Hampshire
Historical Society: 1978. Softcover. 7.5"x11", 153 pages, black & white illustrations. Water
wrinkle, some soil. [39953] $24
75. Gay, Eban Howard. A Chippendale Romance. New York; Longmans, Green & Co.: 1915.
Edition limited to 1050 copies. A gentle satire on American furniture collectors. Among those
appearing incognito was Charles Pendleton, creator of the Pendlteon Collection, now housed at
RISD, who was featured as Mr. Remington, a premiere collector of American Chippendale
furniture, a "man of middle age and serious aspect, (with) the ferret-like nose of the antiquarian,
and a sonorous voice whose tones deepened into thrilling vibrations when discoursing upon his
pet hobby." Pendleton/Remington is the man who taught the author about collecting furniture,
and there is a very interesting description of his large brick house, filled with fabulous
specimens. There is also an only-too-detailed description by Pendleton/Remington of how his
restorers stripped and "restored" all the pieces he bought, a paragraph which will set a modernday collector's teeth to chattering... Hardcover. 7.5"x10", 206 pages, plus 57 b/w plates. Some
cover wear and rubbing, some soil, contents fine. [39367] $35
76. [Ginsburg] The Contents of Benjamin Ginsburg, Antiquary, including the Property of
Cora Ginsburg. New York; Christies: October 14-15th, 1983. Fine American furniture and
accessories, especially English, European and export ceramics, from this noted antiquarian firm.
A March 27, 1983, New York Times story reported- "For 50 years the sign above the door at 815
Madison Avenue - Ginsburg & Levy - conveyed to all antiques enthusiasts in pursuit of
American furniture and European ceramics that treasures lay beyond. In 1976 the sign was
changed with the removal of the Levy name from the lintel on the Georgian facade of the fivestory establishment, signaling a corporate divorce and the end of a family alliance. It was then
that Benjamin Ginsburg and Bernard Levy, sons of John Ginsburg and Isaac M. Levy, cousins
who founded the antiques concern in 1901, officially parted company. One of the nation's oldest
and most respected antiques concerns had ended. 'Ben sort of lost heart when the business broke
up,' recalled Cora Ginsburg, his wife, a dealer in period textiles. She was surrounded by packing
cases and a crew of young workers who had come to organize the removal this week of the
contents of the shop which is at 68th Street. She explained that Mr. Ginsburg's failing health,
which has kept him away from the shop for about two years, made him decide to close the
business and auction everything in it. 'I don't like selling the collection,' Mr. Ginsburg conceded
in a telephone interview the other day. 'But I can't take care of it anymore.' The 78-year-old
dealer reminisced about the family business which he joined in 1921 after studying engineering
and deciding against it as a career. 'We weren't as specialized then,' Mr. Ginsburg commented.
'We always dealt in European things of good quality.' Ginsburg & Levy moved up to 68th Street
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in 1926, transforming its new home into a Georgian showcase, installing a stunning stone
pediment above the entrance and shop window and, above that, a dramatic three-story arched
window. The shop became a gathering place for most of the nation's top collectors and museum
curators in the American antiques field. Henry F. du Pont, Francis and Mabel Brady Garvan and
Henry Ford were among the pioneer collectors of American antiques who frequently stopped by
in search of additions to their holdings." Hardcover. 8"x10", 254 pages, 761 lots, color and b/w
illustrations, dj. Prices realized sheet. [39743] $24
77. Girl Scout Loan Exhibition. Loan Exhibition of Eighteenth Century and Early
Nineteenth Century Furniture & Glass... Portraits by Stuart, Peale and others, for the
Benefit of the National Council of Girl Scouts, Inc. New York; American Art Galleries: 1929.
The importance of the Girl Scouts Loan Exhibition cannot be overstated, although sometimes it
seems it has become something of a cliché. Simply put, it was the most important and richest
loan exhibition of American antique furniture and other decorative arts ever staged to be drawn
in large part from private collections; although it did not start the popularization of American
antiques, it contributed largely to its continued success and gave both scholars and collectors new
focus; it brought a large number of prominent dealers and collectors together in a way which had
not been accomplished since the Hudson-Fulton exhibition of 1909; it provided the first broad
popular showing of American Federal-period antiques; finally, it inspired an enthusiasm which
gave impetus to new books, catalogs and research. The Girl Scout Exhibition is seen by many as
the starting point for all serious modern scholarship in the fields of American decorative arts. The
catalog features illustrations of fine furniture, textiles, glass, ceramics and paintings, drawn from
notable collections from across the country. Hardcover. 8"x11", 926 items, hundreds of b/w
illustrations. Newly bound into hardcovers with the original front cover bound in. Minor wear.
[36691] $350
78. [Green Collection] The Notable American Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Norvin H. Green.
Superb Eighteenth Century American Furniture and Silver, Early American Portraits and
Miniatures...(etc). New York; Parke-Bernet Galleries: November 29-December 2nd, 1950. Sale
1202. The auction of an exceptional collection of fine formal furniture and silver, including
work by Phyfe, McIntyre, Randolph, and Seymour, and 17th and 18th century New York and
Boston silver. There is an introduction to the collection by Leslie Hyam and F. Lewis Hinckley.
Hardcover. 7"x10", 233 pages, 681 lots, b/w illustrations. Bound into neat dark cloth, with the
original covers bound in. Minor wear. Prices noted in the margins. [35900] $50
79. Green, Henry D. Furniture of the Georgia Piedmont before 1830. The catalog to an
exhibition held at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta in 1976. The catalog to a loan exhibition
which included sideboards, tables, cellarets, medicine boxes, miniatures, blanket chests, chests of
drawers, desks, corner cupboards, chairs and beds. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 143 pages, black &
white illustrations. Minor soil, light wear. [42439] $65
80. Greenlaw, Barry A. New England Furniture at Williamsburg. Charlottesville; University
Press of Virginia: 1975. 2nd printing. A very fine catalog of the collection assembled by
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Colonial Williamsburg; 164 objects are described. The collection is strongest in 18th century
furniture. Greenlaw also discusses the importation of New England furniture into Virginia in the
18th century. Semowich 765. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 195 pages, 164 b/w illustrations, dust jacket.
Light wear. [39952] $45
81. Griffin, William & Florence, et al. Neat Pieces. The Plain-Style Furniture of 19th
Century Georgia. Atlanta Historical Society: 1983. In addition to the Griffins, this catalog was
written by Paul and Sally Hawkins and Deanne Levison. This loan exhibition of Georgia "plain"
furniture of the period 1820-1860 was the result of five years of painstaking work; 2,000 pieces
of furniture were studied before the final 126 were chosen. Each piece is carefully described and
illustrated, and there is an introduction which explains the development of Georgia, her
cabinetmakers, and their furniture. In addition to the furniture the organizers turned up a wealth
of information on individual Georgia cabinetmakers, and this information is also presented here.
An important contribution to the literature on early Southern decorative arts. Softcover. 8"x11",
204 pages, 150+ b/w illustrations and 8 color plates. Light soil, a little wear, a few page ends
creased, spine clear-taped. [42491] $25
82. [Gunston Hall] Property from the Collection of Gunston Hall Plantation. New York;
Sotheby's: January 20, 2002. Virginia's Historic Gunston Hall is an 18th-century Georgian
mansion, constructed in the 1750s near the Potomac River, which was home to United States
Founding Father George Mason. Since it became an historic museum many gifts and bequests of
very fine antique American furniture and antiques had been used to decorate it. In the last decade
of the 20th century a project was undertaken to restore the mansion to its original ca. 1760
"look", both in architecture and furnishings. As a result, many fine American antiques which
were not of that specific era, or were of the era but were from places that were unlikely to have
had their products appear in that decade in Virginia, were sent off to this auction. Softcover.
8"x10.5", 104 pages, 137 lots, color illustrations. Corner bent. [37611] $24
83. Gusler, Wallace B. Furniture of Williamsburg and Eastern Virginia 1710-1790.
Richmond; Virginia Museum: 1979. An important study, published to coincide with an important
exhibition co-produced by the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation. The first part of the book takes an in-depth look at the furniture produced by the
Peter Scott and Anthony Hay shops of Williamsburg, and the second part expands coverage to
southeast Virginia, Richmond, Fredericksburg, and the Eastern Shore. A very important reference
work. Hardcover. 9"x11.5", 194 pages, several color and many b/w illustrations, dj. Minor wear.
[39990] $85
84. Hackenbroch, Yvonne. English Furniture with some furniture of other countries in the
Irwin Untermyer Collection. Cambridge; Harvard University Press: 1958. "The Irwin
Untermyer Collection...includes superb examples of English furniture of almost every style and
every period from the late Middle Ages to the end of the 18th century." An important and
massive catalog, devoted in large part to superlative 18th century examples, although 16th and
17th century pieces are also well represented. The catalog is arranged by form, and includes a
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critical commentary on each piece by Yvonne Hackenbroch, who also considers the evolution of
styles and individual cabinetmakers. John Gloag has contributed a distinguished Introduction
dealing with the design and social history of the relevant periods, as they relate to the pieces. The
strong text, wide coverage, superb examples, and the hundreds of fine plates all combine to make
the book an essential reference. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", lxv + 96 pages plus 20 color and 338 b/w
plates, dust jacket. Chipped jacket. [39067] $125
85. Hall, Elton W. New Bedford Furniture. With a checklist of New Bedford
Cabinetmakers and related craftsmen to 1870. New Bedford; Old Dartmouth Historical
Society: 1978. An offprint from the Magazine Antiques, with an additional 11-page listing of
New Bedford cabinetmakers with short biographies. Softcover. 9"x12", 27 pages, 3 color and
21 b/w illustrations; near fine. [31702] $24
86. [Harpending] Important American Furniture, The Collection of Abram R. and Blanche
M. Harpending. New York; Sotheby's: February 1st, 1985. Sale 5296. Fine Colonial and
Federal furniture, primarily of Philadelphia origin, and also New York and eastern
Massachusetts. Includes pieces attributed to Thomas Affleck, Benjamin Randolph, and Duncan
Phyfe. Softcover. 8.5"x10.5", 89 lots, about 60 pages, color and b&w illustrations. Sale results
stapled to the first page. Fine. [36066] $24
87. Harris, Marleine Reader. Virginia Antiques. A History and Handbook for the Collector.
New York; Exposition Press: 1953. An interesting survey of antique furniture found in Virginia,
much of it of Virginia origin. The author worked extensively with dealers and collectors and
provides a snapshot of the state of collecting at a time when she could write with perfect honesty
that "many fine examples are still to be found on the back roads of the mountainous sections as
well as the more populated areas". In no way a deeply scholarly work, but fascinating and
intriguing nonetheless. Uncommon. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 183 pages, 231 black & white
illustrations, dust jacket. Jacket with some wear. [36073] $45
88. Harris. Old English Furniture. Its Designers and Craftsmen. London; M. Harris and
Sons: 1935. A quick handbook to English furniture periods & styles, leading cabinetmakers, and
cabinet woods, published by a leading London dealer in antique furniture. Hardcover.
5.5"x8.5", 69 pages, black & white illustrations. Bound into marbled boards with a gilt-decorated
cloth spine and leather title label. Minor wear, light soil. [37929] $20
89. [Haskell Collection] The Americana Collection of the Late Mrs. J. Amory Haskell. New
York; Parke-Bernet Galleries: April 26th, 1944 through February 16th, 1945 (six sessions). One
of the largest collections of American antiques and furniture ever assembled by one person. Mrs.
J. Amory Haskell, Margaret Riker (of the New York Riker's, of island fame) spent 60 years
putting it together, and it took six sales to disperse it. The American furniture falls into what
Leslie Hyam, in his introduction to the catalogs, terms the "decisive hundred years"- 1730-1830.
It includes the largest and most complete collection of Philadelphia seating furniture ever
assembled privately, and examples of the best pieces of many other types, largely of
Pennsylvania and New Jersey origin. The "country" furniture included a magnificent selection of
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Pennsylvania and New England windsors. There were also 50 cabinetmakers' models. And much,
much, much more. Wesley Towner, in The Elegant Auctioneers, says that Mrs. Haskell "was said
to have shown alarming symptoms of collectomania by the age of twelve. Later she developed a
virulent case of ancestor worship involving a life preoccupation with the legend of the Riker
family and a compulsion to acquire artifacts inspired by the American heritage. Her home in
New York and the farm near Red Bank, New Jersey, to which she moved her birthplace, lock,
stock, and barrel, reputedly harbored the most extensive collection of Americana ever brought
together by one person. Her collection overflowed into museums. Eager to share her obsession
with the world at large, she would loan a barnful of tea services, lowboys, flip glasses, and foxhunting punch bowls, with no appreciable dent in the total". Hardcover. 6 volumes, bound into
2. 7.5"x10.5", 1,413 pages, 5,875 lots, hundreds of b/w illustrations. Original softcovers bound
into neat blue cloth. Cloth covers a bit rubbed and faded, but tight. Some penciled notes and
prices. [39295] $150
90. [Haskell Collection] The Americana Collection of the Late Mrs. J. Amory Haskell. New
York; Parke-Bernet Galleries: April 26th, 1944 through February 16th, 1945 (six sessions).
Softcover. 6 volumes. 7.5"x10.5", 1,413 pages, 5,875 lots, hundreds of b/w illustrations. Minor
wear, light soil. [39313] $150
91. Havard, Henri. L'Art dans La Maison (Grammaire de l'Ameublement). Paris; Edouard
Rouveyre: c.1880. 4th edition. Henry Havard [1838-1921], although he spent his professional
life in France and wrote in French, was born in Holland, and was a prolific researcher and writer
on the decorative arts, authoring an important study of Delft faience as well as other books on
ceramics, interiors, and furniture. This standard history of french furniture and interior decoration
stands, for its period, second only to Havard's magnificent 4-volume Dictionnaire de
l'ameublement, whose scope was, of course, much larger than that of the present work. This book
includes information on materials used in the decoration of the house, a grammar of furniture,
installation, access, reception rooms, the library, billiard room, and so on and so forth, and on
and on. Hardcover. 8.5"x12", vi + 411 pages, 50 full-page wood engraved plates printed in
various colored inks and 269 wood engraved illustrations in the text. Quarter leather with raised
bands and gilt titles and medallions, marbled boards. Covers rubbed and a bit worn, some
internal foxing. [39475] $85
92. Hayden, Arthur. The Furniture Designs of Thomas Sheraton, arranged by J. Munro
Bell, with an Introduction and Critical Estimate by Arthur Hayden. London; Gibbings and
Company: 1910. An early collection and analysis of Sheraton's cabinetmaking designs.
Hayden's appreciation, while not as up-to-date as some, and a good target for modern
revisionists, is nonetheless a lyrical and literate short essay which is fitting tribute to Sheraton's
tragic genius. The plates are a reissue of the plates in the 1802 edition of "The Cabinet-Maker
and Upholsterer's Drawing Book". Hardcover. 9"x12.5", xxvi pages plus 128 b/w plates; covers
scuffed, hinges shaken, endpapers spotted, but contents fine. [37466] $45
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93. Heckscher, Morrison H. American Furniture in the Metropolitan Museum of Art IILate Colonial Period: The Queen Anne and Chippendale Styles. New York; Metropolitan
Museum of Art/Random House: 1985. A massive, scholarly and well illustrated survey of the
Met's collection. "Entries are lengthy, authoritative on points of connoisseurship, and
strengthened by Heckscher's substantive amounts of original research..." (Ames & Ward).
Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 383 pages, black & white and several color illustrations; dust jacket. Near
fine. [35679] $45
94. Heckscher, Morrison H. & Leslie Greene Bowman. American Rococo, 1750-1775.
Elegance in Ornament. New York; Metropolitan Museum of Art, LA County Museum of Art,
and Harry N. Abrams: 1992. The catalog to, and text which accompanied, the important loan
exhibition. In addition to describing the pieces exhibited, the authors discuss the European
Rococo influence on American arts and architecture of the period, including furniture, silver,
prints, glass, ceramics and many other objects, from bookplates to clock faces. Hardcover.
9.5"x11.5", 288 pages, color and b/w illustrations. Near fine. [38603] $45
95. Herr, Patricia T. Amish Arts of Lancaster County. Schiffer Publishing: 1998. "A new and
refreshing look at the role decorative arts play in the Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, Amish
home is revealed in this book. Furniture, quilts, rugs, samplers, boxes, glass, china and toys made
by the Amish for themselves are featured." Softcover. 11"x8.5", 160 pages, color illustrations.
Minor wear. [38327] $24
96. Hewitt, Benjamin A., Patricia E. Kane & Gerald W.R. Ward. The Work of Many Hands,
Card Tables in Federal America 1790-1820. New Haven; Yale University Art Gallery: 1982.
A standard and much sought-after reference. Ames & Ward note: "This catalogue presents a
detailed examination of the card table...based on Hewitt's statistical analysis of 176
characteristics of each of some 400 surviving tables, the catalogue provides new information
about the design and construction of tables from twelve regional centers of, and establishes
norms for, the attribution of federal-period objects...The book contains a lengthy essay by
Hewitt; detailed entries, prepared by Hewitt and Barbara McLean Ward, on 56 of the tables
included in the study; basic information on the 374 tables in the study; numerous line drawings
of construction; illustrations, many in color, of the 151 varieties of patterned and pictorial inlay
found on the tables in the study; an essay on the role of price and design books by Kane; and
some observations on the role of card playing by Gerald Ward. The culmination of a decade of
research by Hewitt, this publication marked the first time that a scientific method of
connoisseurship was applied to the study of American furniture on this scale and suggests a
methodology - rigorous and precise - that can be applied to other large, homogeneous groups of
objects". Softcover. 9"x10.5", 198 pages, b/w and some color illustrations. Paper covers with
wear and soil, name on endpaper. [35069] $275
97. Hinckley, F. Lewis. Directory of the Historic Cabinet Woods. New York; Crown
Publishers: 1960. This remains one of the most important modern references to woods as they
were used by cabinetmakers. A complete study of cabinet woods, their characteristics, and how
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they have been prepared and used in America, England and Europe. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 186
pages, 172 b/w illustrations, dust jacket. Light wear. [36277] $24
98. Hipkiss, Edwin J. Eighteenth Century American Arts. The M. and M. Karolik
Collection of Paintings, Drawings, Engravings, Furniture, Silver, Needlework & Incidental
Objects Gathered to Illustrate the Achievements of American Artists and Craftsmen of the
Period from 1720 to 1820. Cambridge; Harvard University Press: 1941. The well illustrated
and important catalog of this major collection of American furniture, silver and accessories.
"This beautifully printed volume, set in Monotype Bembo and with full-tone collotype
illustrations, established a high visual standard for furniture catalogs that was emulated by
Joseph Downs in the 1950s and Morrison Hecksher in the 1980s. The catalog includes 125
examples of high-style furniture, the vast majority from Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
although some superb Philadelphia objects are included. These objects are not included in
Richard Randall's 1965 catalog. Karolik's musings, "As I Reflect upon the Collection", provide a
fascinating look at the mind of an idiosyncratic collector" -Ames & Ward. Hardcover. 9.25"x12",
366 pages, 318 b/w illustrations; light wear, but a nice copy. [35943] $125
99. Hipkiss, Edwin J. Eighteenth Century American Arts. The M. and M. Karolik
Collection of Paintings, Drawings, Engravings, Furniture, Silver, Needlework & Incidental
Objects Gathered to Illustrate the Achievements of American Artists and Craftsmen of the
Period from 1720 to 1820. Cambridge; Harvard University Press: 1941. Hardcover.
9.25"x12", 366 pages, 318 black & white illustrations. Light wear, but a nice copy. Inscribed on
the front endpaper to Boston-area collector, and Karolik "cousin-in-law", Margaret Codman.
[35944] $250
100. [Hirschl & Adler] The Windsor Style. A catalog published in New York by Hirschl &
Adler Gallery in 1987. A catalog of 27 fine antique 18th and 19th century American windsors
exhibited at Hirschl & Adler. Softcover. 7.5"x11.5", 28 pages, black & white illustrations.
Minor soil, black spine label. [41455] $45
101. Hopkins, Thomas Smith & Walter S. Cox. Colonial Furniture of West New Jersey.
Haddonfield; The Historical Society of Haddonfield: 1936. Edition limited to 300 copies. The
work of an early collector, and more of a tribute to enthusiasm than scholarship. The authors
make no attempt to identify cabinetmakers or even the location a piece was made, but they do
present a fairly complete provenance of each piece, most of them having been passed down in
the same family since the 18th century. As such it becomes a de-facto study of what well-heeled
18th century families in West New Jersey were purchasing from cabinetmakers in New York and
Philadelphia. Hardcover. 6.5"x9.5", 113 pages, b/w illustrations; a nice copy with a small
wrinkle on the bottom edge of the pages, but o/w nice, bright, clean and tight. [39245] $125
102. Hornor, William M. Blue Book of Philadelphia Furniture, William Penn to George
Washington, with special reference to the Philadelphia-Chippendale School. Philadelphia;
privately printed: 1935. "Much work has been done on Philadelphia furniture in the past fifty
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years in the form of articles, catalogues and theses, but no single book has yet superseded
Hornor; it remains essential to research on Philadelphia furniture..." (Ames & Ward). The new
edition does not contain Hornor's original preface included here. Semowich 1109. Hardcover.
8"x11", 340 pages, plus 502 b/w illustrations. Newly bound into neat dark cloth with the original
front covers bound in. Minor wear. [35915] $250
103. Hornor, William M. Hornor's Blue Book of Philadelphia Furniture. Published in
Washington by Highland House in 1988. 3rd printing. A reprinting of the 1935 classic, with a
new Preface and added color pictures. "Much work has been done on Philadelphia furniture in
the past fifty years in the form of articles, catalogues and theses, but no single book has yet
superseded Hornor; it remains essential to research on Philadelphia furniture..." (Ames & Ward).
Semowich 1109. Hardcover. 8"x10.5", 340 pages, color and black & white illustrations, dust
jacket. Jacket with light soil and minor wear. [40808] $45
104. Household Furniture and Interior Decoration Executed from the Designs of Thomas
Hope. London; John Tiranti: 1946. 2nd prtg. Thomas Hope [1770-1831] studied architecture in
Italy, Greece, Egypt and Asia Minor and later became a friend of the famous French
Neoclassicist Charles Percier, whose influence shows strongly in Hope's own work. Hope's 1807
publication of his "Designs" crystallized the apexual moment (no, "apexual is not a real word) of
the English Regency style, which had been bopping around for half a decade or so. This
facsimile edition of the plates from Hope's work does not include his accompanying short text,
which was more of a political polemic on reform than a discussion of furniture. Hardcover.
10"x14.5", ii pages plus 60 b/w plates, dj; light wear, a little soil; jacket chipped and worn.
[8464] $45
105. The Hudson-Fulton Celebration -Volume II. New York; Metropolitan Museum of Art:
1909. An important early exhibition. This volume is devoted to American colonial paintings,
furniture and silver, as well as some ceramics and glass; the other volume was devoted to Dutch
17th century paintings, so if you don't care about those, you're in luck! This was the earliest
major multi-faceted exhibition of American Colonial-era decorative arts, and it brought many
collectors and scholars together for the first time. The objects were drawn from a number of
prominent private collections, including those of Palmer, Halsey, Bigelow, Barber, Lockwood,
Clearwater, Flagler, Bolles, and others. The text was written by H.W. Kent and Florence Levy,
with contributions by Edwin Atlee Barber. Hardcover. 8"x11", 321 pages, numerous b/w plates.
Ex-institutional, aggressively marked. [38064] $25
106. Hummel, Charles F. A Winterthur Guide to American Chippendale Furniture. Middle
Atlantic and Southern Colonies. New York; Winterthur/ Crown Publishers: 1976. A good
study, based on the Winterthur Collection. Something of an update of Joseph Down's book on
American Chippendale furniture which was also based on this collection, with updated
information, and some pieces acquired since Downs' work was published in 1952. Hardcover.
6"x8.5", 142 pages, 16 color and 135 b/w illustrations, dj. Jacket soiled. [38466] $25
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107. Hutchins, Catherine E. Shaping a National Culture. The Philadelphia Experience,
1750-1800. Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum: 1994. "Social, economic, political, and
architectural historians join scholars and curators to present their findings about Philadelphia's
myriad economic groups, political enclaves, religious structures, cultural institutions, and
artisanal output during the period. The 16 essays in this volume were first presented at the 1987
Winterthur Conference that brought together social, economic, political, and architectural
historians along with other scholars and curators to present their findings about Philadelphia's
myriad economic groups, political enclaves, religious structures, cultural institutions, and
artisanal output during the period 1750 to 1800". Softcover. 5.5"x8", 375 pages, black & white
illustrations. Fine. [90440] $20
108. Ince, William & John Mayhew. Authentic Georgian Furniture Designs: Universal
System of Household Furniture, 1762. New York; Dover Publications: 1998. "A facsimile
reprint of the 18th-century Ince & Mayhew cabinet-makers' pattern book, which surpasses all
collections of furniture designs in the English rococo style for variety, scope and general
superiority. Over 300 finely engraved designs for parlor chairs, claw tables, sideboards, desks,
ladies' secretaries, bookcases, writing tables, candlestands, couches, draperies, girandoles, and
more." Softcover. 9.5"x12", 106 pages, line illustrations. Fine. [36026] $14.95
109. Indiana Cabinets Including Hoosier, Sellers, McDougall, Napanee, Etc. Gas City; L-W
Book Sales: 1997. A collection of period catalog pages and advertisements along with newer
photographs. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 134 pages, color and black & white illustrations. Minor wear.
[36914] $25
110. Jay, Alwyn. Timbers of West Africa. High Wycombe; Timber Development Association:
1950. Third edition. Although not illustrated, this professional guide includes much interesting
information on the timbers, listing their popular and scientific names, alternate names, general
description, durability or strength, working qualities, and uses. Softcover. 4.5"x7", 98 pages,
folding map. Light soil, minor wear. [38257] $15
111. Jervis, Simon. Printed Furniture Designs Before 1650. The Furniture History Society:
1974. An important compilation of 16th and 17th century furniture designs from period design
books, with commentary. Jervis had access to museums throughout Europe and England and was
able to provide an eye-opening and thoroughly enjoyable survey of designs from these rare
books in a volume which is itself becoming increasingly hard-to-find. The Furniture History
Society was founded in 1964 "to study furniture of all periods, places and kinds, to increase
knowledge and appreciation of it, and to assist in the preservation of furniture and its records."
Simon Jervis is the author of several books on furniture, and has served as Historic Buildings
Secretary of the National Trust, Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, a Director of Burlington
Magazine, guest scholar at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Chairman of the Furniture History Society,
and President of the Society of Antiquaries of London. Hardcover. 6.5"x9", x + 54 pages, plus
449 b/w plates. Minor soil. [38830] $125
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112. Jobe, Brock & Myrna Kaye. New England Furniture. The Colonial Era. Boston;
Houghton Mifflin: 1984. Unbelievably, the first book since Lyons to concentrate on New
England furniture. The text begins with essays on urban design and craftsmanship (by Brock
Jobe), rural design and craftsmanship (by Philip Zea), and construction methods and materials
(by Philip Zea), and then continues on to the furniture itself, categorized by type- case furniture,
tables, seating furniture, cradles & bedsteads, and looking glasses. The examples are selected
from the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 494
pages, 12 color and hundreds of black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Light wear. Signed by
both authors. [37221] $35
113. Jobe, Brock. Portsmouth Furniture. Masterworks from the New Hampshire Seacoast.
Hanover, University Press of New England/ SPNEA: 1993. A massive and important work,
based in part upon an exhibition but, as Jobe notes- "The book is more comprehensive than the
exhibition, including furniture dating from as early as 1675 and extends beyond a simple
cataloguing of the salient characteristics of the objects to tell the story of the development of
Portsmouth furniture. Both the ornate and the ordinary are represented, though the former
predominate. Three essays provide an overview of the historical and architectural scene and the
business of making furniture in Portsmouth. The appendices include a checklist of Portsmoutharea craftsmen, which is the most comprehensive list published to date, as well as the checklist of
branded furniture". Contributors included: Diane Carlberg Ehrenpreis, James L. Garvin, Anne
Rogers Haley, Brock Jobe, Myrna Kaye, Johanna McBrien, Kevin Nicholson, Richard C.
Nylander, Elizabeth Redmond, Kevin Shupe, Robert Trent, Gerald W.R. Ward and Philip Zea.
Softcover. 9"x12.5", 454 pages, several color and many black & white illustrations. Light wear.
[39628] $175
114. Kane, Patricia E. 300 Years of American Seating Furniture. Chairs and Beds from the
Mabel Brady Garvan and Other Collections at Yale University. Boston; New York Graphic
Society: 1976. A scholarly and well illustrated catalog of 298 chairs at Yale (225 of which date
prior to 1850), preceded by a brief essay on the history of chairmaking in America. With a
foreword by Charles Montgomery. Ames & Ward notes: "The collection has a broad geographic
distribution and a wide variety of forms. The entries are models of connoisseurship". Semowich
1368. Hardcover. 10"x10.5", 319 pages, 18 color plates and many b/w illustrations, dust jacket.
Embossure on title page, minor wear. [38951] $45
115. [Karolik] O'Doherty, Brian. Maxim Karolik, 1893-1963. Boston; Museum of Fine Arts:
(1963). Maxim Karolik (1893-1963) was a Russian opera singer, immigrant, and art collector
and benefactor who cut a swath through the Boston and American collecting scenes. The
magnificent bequests of American furniture and paintings he and his wife made to Boston’s
Museum of Fine Arts earned them a place in the pantheon of Boston’s patrons of the arts. This
tribute to the great collector and benefactor is a finely printed, handsome volume. Hardcover.
6.5"x10", 16 pages plus 2 tipped-in b/w plates; printed on fine, deckle-edge paper. [38503] $45
116. [Kasteel de Haar] Kasteel de Haar. 100 Works of Art from the Collection of Baron van
Zuylen van Nijevelt van de Haar to benefit the restoration of Kasteel de Haar. Amsterdam;
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Christie's: October 13, 1998. The auction of 100 choice items from the Baron's collection to
fund repair work to the castle foundation. Includes early furniture, Oriental sculptures and
ceramics, fine paintings, etc. "Castle De Haar is located near Haarzuilens, in the province of
Utrecht in the Netherlands. The current buildings, all built upon the original castle, date from
1892 and are the work of Dutch architect P.J.H. Cuypers, in a Neo-Gothic restoration project
funded by the Rothschild family." 77H Softcover. 8"x10.5", 116 pages, many color illustrations,
100 lots; light wear. [39744] $24
117. [Keene] Important Americana from the Collection of Mr. and Mrs. James O. Keene.
The catalog to an auction held in New York by Sotheby's on January 16, 1997. A May 6, 1984
New York Times article about an exhibition of selections from the Keene Collection at the
Museum of American Folk Art noted- "Academic is definitely not what appeals to this collector,
a small, white- haired 82-year-old automotive-parts manufacturer's representative in
Birmingham, Mich. He began collecting with his wife Ruth 45 years ago. Mr. Keene attributes
his interest in antiques to a love of history that he said began in childhood. Although he and his
wife have collected a variety of materials from a score of cultures, their taste in antiques is
consistent. They invariably opt for works that are rich in figural detailing and made by
unschooled artisans. The examples of such highly decorative designs in this show include wares
in many mediums - embroidered bedspreads, watercolor documents called frakturs, paper
silhouettes, carved birds and animals, cast-iron artifacts, tinware, slip-decorated redware and
painted furniture. Mr. Keene began buying carvings by Wilhelm Schimmel, a 19th-century
Pennsylvania craftsman, more than 25 years ago, long before these naive works were sought by
serious folk-art collectors. 'Most things in our collection have been changed two or three times,'
Mr. Keene reported. 'We are always improving what we own'." Softcover. 8.5"x10.5", about 200
pages, 259 lots, color illustrations. Minor wear, prices realised sheet laid-in. [41149] $24
118. [Keep] Important Early American Cabinetwork, Silver & Decorative Objects, From
the Estate of the Late Mrs. C. Hallam Keep. New York; Parke-Bernet: October 19th, 1963.
Sale 2215. The noted collection of Margaret Williams Keep; includes a particularly fine
Goddard-Townsend card table, Phyfe's "Napoleon" table, and a number of pieces exhibited at the
Girl Scout Loan Exhibition, including a Queen Anne inlaid walnut highboy, a Chippendale shellcarved, bonnet-top highboy, and a Chippendale camel-back ball & claw sofa. Hardcover.
7"x10", 66 pages, 235 lots, b/w illustrations. Newly bound into neat dark cloth with the original
front covers bound in. Near fine. [35902] $40
119. Kennedy Galleries. Age of the Revolution and Early Republic in Fine and Decorative
Arts: 1750-1824. New York; Kennedy Galleries & Israel Sack, Inc.: 1977. A joint exhibition of
paintings, prints, furniture, silver and other decorative accessories. This must have been quite
something to see. The catalog includes good b/w photographs and descriptions of the items.
Softcover. 8.5"x11", 95 pages, b/w illustrations; light cover wear. [31286] $35
120. Kimball, Fiske & Edna Donnell. The Creators of the Chippendale Style. [in the]
Metropolitan Museum Studies, Volume 1, Part Two. 1929. An early scholarly study of
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Chippendale's designs and speculations as to where he got his ideas. Softcover. 9"x12", 40
pages (article) black & white illustrations. Wear to the covers, spine clear-taped. [37562] $20
121. [King Hooper Mansion] The Important Collection of American Antiques from the
King Hooper Mansion, Marblehead, Mass. Sold by Order of Mr. I. Sack, Boston
[and]
Important American Antiques from the King Hooper Mansion, Marblehead, Mass. [Part
Two]. Sold by Order of Mr. I. Sack, Boston. New York; The Anderson Galleries: December
10-11, 1926. Sale 2112 [and] New York; The Anderson Galleries: November 11-12, 1927. Sale
2192.
Both of Israel Sack's famous "King Hooper Mansion" sales. Sack filled the historic
Marblehead mansion with period furniture and accessories, left them on display there for a year,
and then sold them all at auction; and then he did it again. A 1998 New York Times article noted"The history of Israel Sack Inc. is a rags-to-riches tale. Israel Sack, an immigrant cabinetmaker
from Lithuania, opened an antiques store on Charles Street in Boston in 1905. He was attracted
to America's early urban furniture, the fancy mahogany and walnut chests, highboys and chairs
made in Boston, Newport, R.I., Salem, Mass., New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. He
practically invented the field that is known today as Americana. 'When he started, American
furniture was not a collectible form,' his son Albert recalled. 'There were no shows, or any
American furniture collections in museums.' In the 1920's, Israel Sack moved to New York and
started to amass first-rate furniture, and collectors who could afford it. Israel Sack was a brilliant
marketer. He sponsored research [and] lectured widely.
In the early part of this century, when American society was enamored of English
antiques, he persuaded people to pay a premium for pieces made in America. 'You can tell
American furniture by its accent,' he liked to say. He argued that American furniture has its own
qualities; instead of ornamentation and gilding, it has form, line, proportion, craftsmanship and
rarity. He declared it an art form. From the 1920's until his death in 1959, Israel Sack sold to the
top collectors of Americana: Henry Ford, Henry Francis duPont, Mabel and Francis Garvan, and
Charles K. Davis, president of the Remington Arms Company. He helped supply American
antiques to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, the Detroit
Institute of Arts, the Winterthur Museum in Delaware, Henry Flynt's historic houses in Old
Deerfield, Mass., and Ima Hogg's collection at Bayou Bend, her house (now a museum) in
Houston." Softcover. 7.5"x10", 104 pages, 304 lots, b/w illustrations. Covers a bit worn with a
few creases and tips thumbed and creased, minor soil. Small, faint water stain in the very corner
of the lower gutter [and] Softcover. 7.5"x10", 141 pages, 291 lots, b/w illustrations. Light soil, a
little wear, slight stain at the top corner near the spine. Spine head chipped, very light water
"wave" along the top of the first pages, front cover partially detached. [38683] $65
122. Kirk, John T. The Impecunious Collector's Guide to American Antiques. New York;
Alfred A. Knopf: 1975. This is, without question, my favorite book of all time on American
antiques. What other book on the subject pictures a pair of VW Bugs? John T. Kirk teaches the
reader to -look- at an antique, whether it be a piece of furniture glass, metal -whatever. What do
you see? How do you evaluate it? How can you judge quality? The '70s version of Sack's Good,
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Better Best, but not strictly devoted to the evaluation of furniture. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 178
pages, b/w illustrations, dj. A near fine copy. Signed. [95039] $25
123. Kirk, John T. Early American Furniture. How to Recognize, Evaluate, Buy, and Care
for the Most Beautiful Pieces... New York; Alfred A. Knopf: 1970. An essential work, and one
of the classic books showing how to analyze and understand a piece of furniture. "It is Kirk's gift
to be able to see furniture and to communicate his understanding of the form and ornament to
others.” Hardcover. 9"x12", 208 pages, 204 b/w illustrations, dust jacket/ Jacket chipped and
torn, some internal soil. [39234] $24
124. Kirk, John T. Early American Furniture. How to Recognize, Evaluate, Buy, and Care
for the Most Beautiful Pieces... New York; Alfred A. Knopf: 1970. Hardcover. 9"x12", 208
pages, 204 b/w illustrations. Covers faded and dusty. [36794] $20
125. Kirk, John T. Early American Furniture. How to Recognize, Evaluate, Buy, and Care
for the Most Beautiful Pieces... New York; Alfred A. Knopf: 1970. Softcover. 9"x12", 208
pages, 204 b/w illustrations. Minor wear. [39059] $20
126. Kirk, John T. American Chairs, Queen Anne and Chippendale. New York; Alfred A.
Knopf: 1972. A valuable reference to American Colonial chairs. "Kirk emphasizes the regional
approach to American furniture through a study of construction and design details and an
analysis of regional aesthetics... Although Kirk's approach is a visual and aesthetic one, as in his
other works he makes use of the objects as documents of the nature of eighteenth century
society" (Ames). Hardcover. 11"x12", 208 pages, color frontispiece and 252 b/w illustrations,
dj. A very nice copy. Signed. [9129] $85
127. Kirk, John T. American Furniture and the British Tradition to 1830. New York; Alfred
A. Knopf: 1982. A groundbreaking study which examined the sources and background of
American furniture design in the Colonial and Federal periods. "Kirk was the first modern
scholar seriously to investigate the relationship between American and English furniture, and this
important study is the culmination of twenty years of research" -Ames & Ward. Hardcover.
9"x12", 397 pages, 1,508 illustrations, some in color, dust jacket. Jacket torn, front hinge
cracked. [40038] $35
128. Kirk, John T. American Furniture and the British Tradition to 1830. New York; Alfred
A. Knopf: 1982. Softcover. 9"x12", 397 pages, 1,508 illustrations, some in color. Cover wear,
tips thumbed. [39040] $24
129. Kisluk-Grosheide, Danielle O., Wolfram Koeppe, William Rieder. European Furniture in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Highlights of the Collection. New York; Metropolitan
Museum of Art: 2006. This volume is the first to survey the Metropolitan Museum's worldrenowned collection of European furniture. One hundred and three superb examples from the
Museum's vast holdings are featured. They originated in workshops in England, France,
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Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Austria, Russia, and Spain, and date from the Renaissance to the
late nineteenth century. A number of these pieces belonged to such important historical figures as
Pope Urban VIII, Louis XIV, Madame de Pompadour, and Napoleon. The selection includes
chairs, tables, beds, cabinets, commodes, settees and sofas, bookcases and standing shelves,
desks, fire screens, atheniennes, coffers, chests, mirrors and frames, showcases, and lighting
equipment. There is also one purely decorative piece, a superb vase made for a Russian noble
family who, according to one awestruck viewer, "owned all the malachite mines in the world."
The makers of some of the objects are unknown, but most of the pieces can be identified by
label, documentation, or style as the work of an outstanding European designer-craftsman, such
as Andre-Charles Boulle, Thomas Chippendale, David Roentgen, or Karl Friedrich Schinkel.
This volume also includes a bibliography, glossary, and index. Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 292
pages, 134 color and 115 black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Fine. [36706] $35
130. Koehler, Arthur. The Identification of Furniture Woods. United States Department of
Agriculture, Miscellaneous Circular No.66. Published in November, 1926. A lot of information
packed into a small space, including notes on the uses of wood in furniture, characteristics of
various types of wood, how wood is prepared and cut for furniture uses, and more. The author
was in charge of the Office of Wood Technology, Forest Products Laboratory, of the U.S. Forest
Service. Softcover. 6"x9", 76 pages, black & white illustrations. Cover soil and some wear,
[40868] $20
131. Kolter, Jane & Lynne A. Leopold-Sharp (eds.). The Branded Windsor Furniture of
Independence National Historical Park. Published by Independence National Historical Park
in 1981. A descriptive list of signed windsors by Pennsylvania (mostly Philadelphia) makers at
Independence National Historical Park. Uncommon. Softcover. 8.5"x7", 40 pages, several line
illustrations. Some soil, light wear. [41450] $35
132. Kugelman, Thomas P., Alice K. Kugelman, et al. Connecticut Valley Furniture by
Eliphalet Chapin and His Contemporaries, 1750-1800. University Press of New England:
2005. "Connecticut Valley Furniture offers the first-ever systematic framework for classifying
eighteenth-century Connecticut case furniture-high chests, dressing tables, desks, bureaus,
chests-on-chests. Nearly two hundred illustrated entries present the findings of the Hartford Case
Furniture Study, an extensive field study of over five hundred regional examples conducted over
fourteen years by independent furniture scholars Thomas P. Kugelman and Alice K. Kugelman
and furniture consultant and restorer Robert Lionetti. The book defines four major style centers
emanating from the towns of Wethersfield, East Windsor, and Colchester, Connecticut, as well
the Springfield-Northampton region of Massachusetts. Over half of the illustrations feature
unpublished or little-known furniture pieces discovered in private or small institutional
collections, in addition to the extraordinary holdings of the Connecticut Historical Society
Museum and other major collections. Complementing the text are period maps, an illustrated
glossary, biographies of selected cabinetmakers, and six interpretive essays. Hardcover.
10"x12", 540 pages, 445 color and b/w illustrations, dj. Fine. [38883] $250
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133. Lahikainen, Dean T. Samuel McIntire: Carving an American Style. Peabody Essex
Museum: 2007. "For more than a century, historians have been searching for the true Samuel
McIntire (1757-1811) and have been trying to define his role in shaping the cultural heritage of
Salem, Massachusetts. Trained as a carpenter by his father, McIntire taught himself the art of
architectural drawing and went on to design scores of public and private buildings in Salem, long
celebrated for their elegance and beauty. After 1790, however, he made his living primarily as a
wood carver, providing ornamental decoration for many of the buildings he designed as well as
for furniture and more than two dozen sailing vessels. McIntire was also called upon to carve
portrait busts and even a model of a historic pear, commissions that brought him into the realm
of academic sculpture. Samuel McIntire: Carving an American Style is the first book to examine
the full range of his carving career and to put it into a broader perspective in terms of the work of
his contemporaries and other decorative traditions of the Federal period. The book draws on the
remarkable collections of the Peabody Essex Museum, in Salem, Massachusetts, which owns
most of McIntire's architectural drawings and several of his most important buildings, as well as
furniture in public and private collections from around the country. Lahikainen presents a critical
analysis of McIntire's carving style and questions some long-held attributions that shed new light
on his role as a furniture maker and designer. Samuel McIntire: Carving an American Style
accompanies a major exhibition of McIntire's work, curated by Lahikainen, which will open at
the Peabody Essex Museum in October 2007. This book is not an exhibition catalogue; rather, it
is an in-depth examination of the works by this master carver that will be required reading for
anyone interested in Federal-era design, decorative art, and architecture". Hardcover. 9.5"x12",
305 pages, 315 color and 131 black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Light wear. [37483] $250
134. [Lassiter] Important Shaker Furniture and Related Decorative Arts: The William L.
Lassiter Collection. New York; Sotheby's: November 13th, 1981. The auction of the collection
of William Lassiter, a lifelong student of the Shakers and their arts, author of two books on the
subject, and a loving connoisseur of their craftsmanship and ways. "He understood that the
importance of his Shaker collection lay not only in its superb craftsmanship, classic design, and
functionalism, but also in the warm associations it evoked of an extraordinary people".
Softcover. 9"x9", 62 pages, 179 lots, b/w illustrations. Light wear. [41164] $35
135. Lawford, Henry. The Cabinet of Marquetry, Buhl, and Inlaid Woods. Designs for
Doors, Corners, Panels, Ornaments, Trinkets, Natural Flowers, Marquetry, and Bands of
Tulip Wood, Pedestals, Cabinets, Plate Glass Ovals and Round Decorations, Work Tables,
Bureaus, Jardiniere, Walnut Wood Card Tables, Bookcases, Brass and China Decorations,
&c. London: 1867. A very striking set of colored designs for very fancy marquetry, buhl and
inlaid work on a variety of pieces of furniture. The pieces illustrated include many types of
cabinets, tables, desks, sideboards and pedestals, illustrated from a single piece to three or four
pieces per page. A very uncommon design book in the marketplace. Hardcover. 11.5"x14.5",
title page plus 20 colored lithographic plates; ex-library, with a stamp on the title page and each
individual design stamped. Publisher's dark red ribbed cloth with gilt title inside a blindstamped
wreath. Covers worn and abraded at the tips, etc. endpapers discolored, front endpaper with 5"
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closed tear; plates with a few light spots, but fairly fresh and nice, except for those stamps.
[39102] $375
136. [Lawton Collection] Early American Furniture, Silver and Paintings from the
Collection of Herbert Lawton, Boston, Mass. New York; Parke-Bernet Galleries: January 4th,
1940. Sale 158. Fine furniture, silver and portrait miniatures. Amongst the silver is the Col.
William Lee tankard by Paul Revere. Lawton was a prosperous textile manufacturer who
"assembled collections" of American antiques and then sold them off from time to time. The
Foreword to this catalog notes- "On past occasions when Mr. Lawton has taken time off from his
textile manufacturing enterprise to assemble a group of Americana objects for dispersal in the
sale room, the result has been highly satisfactory. Satisfactory, that is, from the viewpoint of the
person seeking objects of intrinsic and historical value. Similarly, Mr. Lawton's preset sale is
another such opportunity for the collector". Softcover. 7.5"x10.5", 64 pages, 200 lots; light
wear. [38685] $35
137. Lea, Zilla Rider (ed.). The Ornamented Chair, Its Development in America 1700-1890.
Rutland; Charles Tuttle: 1960. A major pictorial and textual reference -and also the only one
devoted solely to this subject. Chapters include- "Our English Heritage" by Shirley Spaulding
DeVoe; "Our Fancy Chairs Adopt Sheraton Details" by Emilie Rich Underhill; "Sheraton
Influences on the Windsor Chair" by Bernice M. Drury; "The Empire Period Produces the
Golden Age of Stencilling" by Florence E. Wright; "The Rocking Chair Brings Comfort to
Simple Homes" by Helen Warren Chivers; and "The Influence of Esther Stevens Brazer on the
Decorative Arts" by Violet Milnes Scott. There is also a helpful bibliography. Semowich 1385.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 173 pages, 7 color plates and several hundred black & white illustrations,
dust jacket. Near fine. [39484] $35
138. Lee, Jean Gordon. Chinese Furniture. Philadelphia Museum Bulletin, Winter, 1963.
A special issue of the 'Bulletin' devoted to the antique Chinese furniture in the Museum's
collection, the nucleus of which was formed from pieces brought back by Philadelphia merchants
engaged in the China Trade. Softcover. 7"x9.5", 40 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor
soil, light wear. [41921] $20
139. Levy. Bernard & S. Dean Levy: Gallery Catalogue XIII. New York; Bernard & S. Dean
Levy: 2003. A gallery catalog featuring a fine selection of Colonial and Federal American
furniture and selected antiques. The firm of Bernard & S. Dean Levy is only the latest
incarnation of a family tradition of dealing in fine antiques that goes back four generations and
more than 100 years. Their Manhattan townhouse gallery offers the finest antique American
furniture, silver, ceramics, needlework and painting, and their well-illustrated and scholarly
catalogs are as both useful reference tools and good, vicarious fun for lovers of fine American
antiques. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 48 pages, color illustrations. Light soil. [34327] $15
140. Levy. "Opulence and Splendor" -The New York Chair, 1690-1830. New York; Bernard
& S. Dean Levy: 1984. A gallery catalog featuring a fine selection of New York chairs from the
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Pilgrim Century to the Federal period. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 45 pages, black & white
illustrations. Light soil, black label on spine/cover. [41446] $24
141. Levy. Vanity & Elegance- The Dressing Table and Tall Chest in America, 1685-1785.
New York; Bernard & S. Dean Levy: 1992. A gallery catalog featuring a fine selection of 17th
and 18th century dressing tables and tall chests from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, Philadelphia & Maryland. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 52 pages, black & white illustrations.
Light soil, slight cover tear, black label on spine. [38618] $20
142. [Lewis Collection] Important American Eighteenth-Century Cabinetwork, Decorative
Objects, Notable Currier & Ives Prints, Property of the Estate of the Late Reginald M.
Lewis. New York; Parke-Bernet Galleries: March 24-215, 1961. Sale 2026. This sale reads like
a dissertation on the finest Philadelphia furniture, and many of the pieces had been purchased
from Joseph Kindig's shop. Includes a Philadelphia Chippendale secretary-cabinet pictured by
Hornor and described by him as "one of the very best"; an upholstered Speaker's chair made by
Thomas Affleck for the Pennsylvania Supreme Court; a pair of Randolph side chairs with labels;
and so on... Hardcover. 7"x10", 103 pages, 270 lots, b/w illustrations. Newly bound into neat
dark cloth with the original front covers bound in. Minor wear. [35904] $40
143. Lindsey, Jack L. Worldly Goods. The Arts of Early Pennsylvania, 1680-1758.
Published by the Philadelphia Museum of Arts in 1999. The fine catalog to a wide-ranging
exhibition of furniture, silver, metalwares, glass, ceramics, textiles, clothing, paintings, prints,
manuscripts, and more. "The more than 500 objects featured here bear witness to the styles and
aesthetics of early Pennsylvania and illustrate the rapid advances that took place in the colony
during the late 17th and early 18th cent., not only in the arts but also in commerce, technology,
scientific inquiry, and philosophy." In addition to the catalog itself, the book contains several
essays- Worldly Goods, by Jack Lindsey - Religion, Politics, and Economics: Pennsylvania in
the Atlantic World, 1680-1755, by Richard Dunn - A Passionate Avocation: The Foreshadowing
of a Philadelphia Scientific Community, 1682-1769, by Edward Carter II - The Development of
Painting in Early Pennsylvania, by Richard Saunders - Pondering Balance: The Decorative Arts
of the Delaware Valley, by Jack Lindsey. Softcover. 9"x11.5", 266 pages, color and black &
white illustrations. Light wear. [41217] $35
144. [Lipman] The Howard and Jean Lipman Collection of Important American Folk Art
& Painted Furniture, The Property of the Museum of American Folk Art. The catalog to an
auction held in New York by Sotheby's on November 14th, 1981. Quite a sale. Authors of several
important books on folk art, the Lipmans assembled a fine and important collection of
unforgettable pieces of both folk art and painted furniture. Softcover. 9.5"x10", about 100
pages, 412 lots, b/w and some color illustrations. Covers worn, tips thumbed, some pen notes.
[41129] $25
145. Little, Nina Fletcher. Little by Little. Six Decades of Collecting American Decorative
Arts. New York; E.P. Dutton: 1984. The Littles were unparalleled trendsetters and a moving
force in the world of American country and folk arts for some sixty years. This is the story of
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their unique collection and how they built it, piece by piece, trip by trip, deal by deal. Along the
way they met or dealt with most of the major figures in the antiques and arts, and many
unforgettable minor ones, and they tell many interesting stories about their journey. The text is
illustrated with hundreds of fabulous color photographs of pieces from their collection.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 292 pages, color and b/w illustrations, dj. Name black out on the endpaper,
else a nice copy in a slightly worn jacket, wrinkled at the spine base and with a short closed tear
at the top. [31577] $45
146. Little, Nina Fletcher. Little by Little. Six Decades of Collecting American Decorative
Arts. Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities: 1998. A softcover reprint of the
1984 hardcover edition. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 308 pages, profusely illustrated in color and b/w.
New. Published at $35. [95057] $19.95
147. [Little] Important Americana: The Bertram K. Little and Nina Fletcher Little
Collection. Parts I and II. New York; Sotheby's: January 29th, 1994 and October 21-22nd,
1994. One of the most famous and beloved Americana collections of the twentieth century.
Bertram and Nina Little were more than simply preeminent Americana and folk art collectors they were the embodiment of an entire generation, the Golden Generation, of Americana and folk
art collectors. From her book on American folk art to her classic "Little by Little", Nina Fletcher
Little's works will continue to be regarded as cornerstones of the literature of Americana
collecting. The Little Collection will retain its status long after these pieces have changed hands
two, three, four or more times -the Little Collection was more than the sum of its parts (which
were not all outstanding) -it was that most catholic of accumulations, assembled with keen eyes
and open minds, from a collecting epoch which will never be revisited. The catalog is profusely
illustrated. Softcovers. 2 volumes. 8.5"x11", about 400 pages, 1072 lots, packed with color and
b/w illustrations. Light wear, corner crease, small institutional stamp on Volume 2. [39716] $65
148. Lockwood, Luke Vincent. A Collection of English Furniture of the XVII and XVIII
Centuries. New York; Tiffany Studios: 1907. Limited to 500 copies. Thomas B. Clark was one
of the most noted American collectors of his era, a member of the Walpole Society,
correspondent of many other noted collectors, and collector of furniture, rugs, art and many other
fine things. This is the catalog of his collection of 17th and 18th century English furniture,
catalogued by the dean of American furniture historians, Luke Vincent Lockwood, sold to
Tiffany Studios, and exhibited at their New York City showrooms. Some of the pieces were sold
to museums and collectors, and then the remainder were sold at auction in 1910 when Tiffany
Studios needed more space for its artisans. Each piece is illustrated in a clear black and white
photograph and described by Lockwood, and although much furniture research has gone on since
1906, this limited edition catalog remains an intriguing and elegant reminder of the first Great
Days of antique collecting.
Winterthur, which holds many of Clarke's papers, notes- "Thomas Benedict Clarke,
1848-1931, of New York City was a noted collector of American paintings, Chinese porcelain,
and other antiques. He served as president of the New York School of Applied Design for
Women, chairman of the Union League Club’s art committee, treasurer of the National Society
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of Arts, and was a founding member of both the National Sculpture Society and the National Arts
Club. Although Clarke was a linen dealer by trade, he always had a strong interest in the arts. As
early as 1872, Clarke began collecting works by American artists. At the age of forty, in 1888,
Clarke retired from the linen business to devote himself to the arts and established himself as a
full-time dealer in Chinese porcelain and Greek art. By October 1891, Clarke had opened Art
House, a gallery on Fifth Avenue in New York devoted to the sale of Chinese and Japanese
ceramics, Greek vases, and Eastern and Middle Eastern art. In addition to his sales in Greek and
Eastern art, Clarke became one of the premier supporters of American artists during his lifetime,
acquiring works by such artists as George Inness (1825-1894), Eastman Johnson (1824-1906),
and Albert Bierstadt (1830-1902). By 1878, Clarke had amassed a collection of nearly 185
paintings, with 170 works being from American artists. His extensive collections were freely
shared with numerous institutions throughout his lifetime for loan exhibitions, including exhibits
held at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, and the
National Academy of Design. In February 1899, Clarke dispersed his collection of American art
at a four day public auction sale. After the sale, Clarke primarily devoted himself to collecting
and studying early American portraits and furniture. In 1919, at the age of 71, Clarke abandoned
his business in Chinese porcelains in order to fully concentrate on researching and collecting
early American portraits. Thomas Clarke’s former home at 22 East 35th Street is now the
headquarters of the Collectors Club. Clarke had bought the building in 1902 and had it
extensively remodeled by Stanford White to accommodate his art collection." Hardcover.
9.5"x12", 479 pages, black & white illustrations. Light cover wear, light soil. [38663] $175
149. Lockwood, Luke Vincent. A Collection of English Furniture of the XVII and XVIII
Centuries. New York; Tiffany Studios: 1907. Limited to 500 copies. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 479
pages, black & white illustrations. Covers worn and scuffed, some splitting on the spine, hinges
shaken, endpapers with some light soil. [40041] $125
150. Lockwood, Luke Vincent. Amerikanische Mobel der Kolonialzeit. Stuttgart; Verlag von
Junius Hoffman: nd (ca 1903). A wonderful, offbeat item for the American furniture completist the first German edition of Luke Vincent Lockwood's classic "Colonial Furniture in America".
Although much edited and dramatically downsized, most of your Lockwood favorites are here,
and all in German! More fun than you can shake a plate of wiener schnitzel at... Hardcover.
9"x12", 192 pages, b/w illustrations, covers with some edge wear and soil, spine head and base
worn, some interior soil. [5721] $25
151. The London Cabinet Makers' Union Book of Prices. By a Committee of Masters and
Journeymen. London: 1866. 4th edition. Issued with 'The London Cabinet Makers Book of
Prices, for the most improved Extensible Dining Tables' (1866), and 'The London Cabinet
Makers' Book of Prices for work not provided in the Union Book' (1863) 2nd edition. In an
attempt to prevent disputes between cabinetmakers and customers and to standardize the trade,
'The Union Book' describes in great detail what each piece of furniture consists of as a "standard
model", what extras could be added, and what to charge for them. The level of detail included for
individual pieces is impressive. On a Pembroke table, for example, there are extra charges for
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extra inch in length, extra inch in width, extra drawer (scratch beaded), cock-beading the
drawers, corner line ditto, lining boxes, canting corners (top), ovalo corners, -and so on for three
more pages. Almost every type of furniture you can think of is here, often in many variations.
Let's take a look at the B's- bedstead (table), bedstead (bureau), bedstead (press), bedstead
(library press, with breaks), bureau, bookcase, bookcase (library, straight front) bookcase
(library, with breaks), basin-stand, basin-stand (corner), basin-stand (square, inclosed), bidet,
bidet (box-top), bidet (portable), bottle-tray, bottle-tray (square), bottle-tray (hexagon), butler's
tray, book shelves (hanging), book shelves (open), bed-steps, bed table. And so on and on,
through card tables, cellarets, dining tables, desks, fire-screens, knife cases, night tables,
Pembroke tables, etc. And then there's that second portion, completely devoted to extensible
dining tables. A frighteningly complete and comprehensive look at the construction of furniture
in the middle of the Victorian period. Hardcover. 8.5"x10.5", 474 pages plus 8 plates, and 27
pages plus 9 plates, and 53 pages plus 6 plates. Bound in plain, sturdy period quarter leather.
Covers a bit scuffed, tips worn, pages somewhat browned, several plates with light corner stains.
[38352] $350
152. Loughlin, David. The Case of Major Fanshawe's Chairs. New York; Universe Books:
1978. A set of five Chippendale chairs unearthed in an Irish manor house turn out to be the longlost Philadelphia Cadwalader chairs by Benjamin Randolph... A true story of antiquarian
sleuthery. Hardcover. 6"x8.5", 160 pages, b/w illustrations, dj; a fine copy. [95015] $20
153. Luther, Clair Franklin. The Hadley Chest. Hartford; Case, Lockwood & Brainard
Company: 1935. "Luther, minister of the Second Congregational Church in Amherst,
Massachusetts, devoted years to his pursuit of the Hadley-type chest, a type of object from the
Connecticut valley decorated with an allover pattern of tulips and leaves... (this work is) still
used routinely as pictorial sources, although it is recognized that Luther was overzealous in
attempting to link these chests to specific makers and to specific owners on the basis of detective
work which was more creative than sound. His pictures and objective data continue to be
valuable; his brief text, largely surpassed by later work, nevertheless remains a delight to read,
possessing style and flavor not usually encountered in writings on American furniture" -Ames &
Ward. "The most important reference on the so-called Hadley chests...still considered the
definitive work" -Semowich 932. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 144 pages, b/w illustrations. Light wear.
[35921] $250
154. Lyon, Irving W. The Colonial Furniture of New England. A Study of the Domestic
Furniture in use in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. Boston; Houghton Mifflin
and Company: 1924. Revised 3rd edition. Limited to 515 copies. The first book on this subject,
initially published in 1891. As the Wards point out (Ames & Ward), Lyon introduced many
techniques used by later researchers, including the use of estate and inventory records,
newspaper advertisements and cabinetmaker's price books, and he also traveled to England to
investigate the origins of his beloved 17th century New England furniture. A pioneering study
which is still useful. Stillinger concludes- "lyon's conclusions about the homes of the forefathers
have held up startlingly well. 'The Colonial Furniture of New England' was so carefully
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researched and thoughtfully crafted that it remains a standard reference today -an extraordinary
accomplishment considering the sophisticated research and technological aids available to the
modern student of furniture. No other early furniture scholar's work has the same continuing
validity. Dr. Lyon once told an acquaintance that in his medical practice his goal was always to
get back to first causes. He took a comparable approach to his furniture studies, with excellent
results". Semowich 771. Hardcover. 8"x11", 285 pages, plus 113 b/w plates. Covers with some
wear. [38697] $85
155. [Macy] The W. Starbuck Macy Collection. Rare Examples of old English and
American Furniture, Pewters, Potteries, Glass, Historical China, etc., including choice and
original specimens by Chippendale, Sheraton and Hepplewhite. New York; James P. Silo:
November 15-24, 1906. The sale of an early collection. Most of the illustrated items are
furniture, with some historical Staffordshire thrown in. "Mr. W.Starbuck Macy, as set forth in the
following catalogue, may be summed up in a very few words. Every article contained therein is
positively genuine and guaranteed, a rather unusual state of affairs when one comes to deal with
the great names of Thomas Chippendale, Hepplewhite and Sheraton. The public in general are so
apt to attribute every piece with a ball-and-claw foot to Chippendale, especially in chairs, and
every piece having a bit of inlay to Sheraton, and to confuse the work of Hepplewhite with that
of Chippendale, that when one comes to examine the collection made by Mr. Macy it is
something of a shock to find that Chippendale has shown in his book of designs only one small
hall chair with even a suggestion of a ball-and-claw foot, and that this design is not by any means
characteristic of his work, but was also used by other makers of his day. Necessarily all of
Sheratons pieces were not inlaid, any more than were the works of Hepplewhite and Thomas
Chippendale himself. The matter of inlay was simply a matter of fashion, and we find all of the
great furniture makers at the time using it.”
“Mr. Macy has shown wonderful knowledge in assembling so vast a collection of the
various domestic works of art of a bygone age, and it is doubtful whether there is a man with his
catholic knowledge and ability among the present day connoisseurs in this line. The manufacture
of the modern antique (to use an anachronism) has been so widespread that it has only whetted
the appetite of the real collector for the genuine article." William Starbuck Macy was a noted
landscape painter, born in New Bedford, Massachusetts in 1853. He studied in New York and
Munich before setting up a studio in New York. By 1910 he had moved to Santa Barbara,
California, and died there in 1945. It was undoubtedly that cross-country move, or its
anticipation, which brought about this auction. Softcover. 6"x9", about 300 pages, 2,356 lots, 29
black & white plates. Covers soiled, chipped, some internal soil, first plate foxed. [40143] $45
156. SOLD
157. Macquoid, Percy. A History of English Furniture. The Age of Oak. London; Lawrence
& Bullen/New York; G.P. Putnam's Sons: 1904-5. On of a set of four studies published between
1904 and 1908- The Age of Oak [1500-1660], The Age of Walnut [1660-1720], The Age of
Satinwood [1770-1820], and this one, The Age of Mahogany [1720-1770]. The plates are based
on watercolors by Shirley Slocombe, and reproduce the depth and richness of the woods and the
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brilliance of the upholstery better than any color photograph of the time could have done.
Macquoid's volumes are illustrated with hundreds of b/w illustrations as well as the previously
noted color plates. Whether taken singly or as a set, this remains an exhaustive and instructive
study, which is still much admired today. Hardcover. 11.5"x15", 243 pages, 215 b/w
illustrations, plus 15 color plates with tissue guards. A discreet ex-library copy, with a bookplate
and several stamps. Some light wear, a little soil. [34778] $60
158. [Marquetry] Maigne & Robichon. Nouveau Manuel Complet du Marqueteur du
Tabletier et de l'Ivoirier. Paris; Librairie Encyclopedique de Roret: 1889. A wide-ranging
French guide to marquetry and inlay work, covering work in ivory, bone, baleen, mother-ofpearl, amber, horn, tortoiseshell, and celluloid. The text discusses the uses of materials and
techniques for decorating furniture, snuff boxes, pipes, combs, jewelry, and other objects. Scarce.
Nicolas-Edme Roret [1797-1860] was the editor of a groundbreaking popular series of Victorianera technical "encyclopedias". Roret came from a family of booksellers and printers, and in 1822
he began publishing scientific works, and then began his "Librairie Encyclopedique de Roret", a
series of technical manuals on the history and practice of science, manners, arts and crafts, and
trades. The "Manuals Roret", written by professionals and experts in their subjects, eventually
totaled some 300 titles, touching on subjects ranging from astronomer to National Guardsman to
painter and butcher. The manuals were a huge success, and many titles went through several
editions. Hardcover. 4"x6.25", iv + 428 pages, 43 line illustrations in the text. Bound in new
quarter leather with raised bands, gilt title and marbled boards and endpapers. Covers fine, text
with some very light scattered foxing and soil. [38349] $125
159. Mayer, Lance & Gay Myers. The Devotion Family. The Lives and Possessions of Three
Generations in Eighteenth-Century Connecticut. New London; Lyman Allyn Art Museum:
1991. An interesting exhibition featuring 8 period portraits as well as a number of pieces of
furniture and some silver, linens, books, etc. A March 31, 1991 New York Times story reported"Members of an 18th-century family in Windham, Ebenezer Devotion, a judge of the county
court; his wife, Eunice; his parents; his four children, and other relatives, are the subjects of an
exhibition at the Lyman Allyn Art Museum, 625 Williams Street in New London. Many family
artifacts have been preserved by the Devotions' descendants still living in Windham. Many of the
items were donated to historical societies and museums, and they have been gathered together
for this display by Lance Mayer and Gay Myers, Lyman Allyn's conservators. The family
portraits in the exhibition were the first important commission for a 20-year-old painter named
Winthrop Chandler. Among them is one of Ebenezer's father, a minister and member of the state
legislature. The family had a distinguished history. Ebenezer's sister married Samuel Huntington,
who became Governor of Connecticut. Ebenezer himself was a member of the Sons of Liberty.
He made his fortune as a merchant, trading in rum, molasses, sugar, and food for the American
Army during the Revolutionary War. The exhibition contains his ledgers, which detail his sales
and purchases. The personal possessions -- including beds, desks, chairs, tables, silver, clothing
and portraits -- indicate the family's high status in the community. Letters exchanged among
Ebenezer's children as they went off to pursue careers and marriages provide intimate glimpses
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into their relationships." Softcover. 8"x10", 64 pages, 25 black & white illustrations. Minor
wear. [41493] $24
160. Maynard, Ross H. An Early American Queen Anne Escritoire, 1715-1730. Privately
printed for the author by D.B. Updike at the Merrymount Press: 1929. Edition limited to 200
copies. Maynard, an early collector and dealer in East Middlebury, Vermont, owned this
distinctive piece; he asked Carl G. Beede to write the poetical, if slightly overawed essay
describing it. The piece was subsequently purchased by John J. Gunther of York, Maine, and sold
at the dispersal of his important collection in 1960. A beautifully produced early American
furniture monograph, an excellent example of the sort of high-quality, spare-no-expense
monograph which was popular with the early generations of Americana collectors and dealers.
The printer, Daniel Berkeley Updike [1860-1941] worked for the Riverside Press and trained as a
printer, setting up his own Merrymount Press in 1896. He specialized in historical printing styles
of the seventeenth, eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Semowich 898. Hardcover.
7.5"x10", 10 pages of text plus 5 gravure plates; original paper covered boards and cloth spine;
marbled endpapers. Stamped "Printer's Copy". Light wear, but in nice condition. [38420] $175
161. McBrien, Johanna. The Furniture Craft Community of Portsmouth, New Hampshire
1798-1837. Johanna McBrien: 1996 / Ann Arbor; UMI Reprints: 2004. A dissertation submitted
to the University of Delaware Winterthur Program. The author worked with Brock Jobe on the
landmark book "Portsmouth Furniture", and amassed a large amount of material on Portsmouth
cabinetmakers and allied craftsmen of the Federal and early Empire eras that was condensed and
appeared as an essay in that book. This thesis represents a fuller examination of the subject.
Comb-bound card covers. 8.5"x11.5", 302 pages; very poor b/w reproductions of photographs; a
reprint from the original microfilm, on acid-free paper. Minort soil. [90117] $35
162. McClelland, Nancy. Duncan Phyfe and the English Regency 1795-1830. New York;
William R. Scott: 1939. Trade edition, limited to 1350 copies. This remains the standard work on
Phyfe although, in common with many early works, some attributions have been changed over
the years. McClelland is especially valuable for tracing "the English background of Phyfe's work
and in placing his shops' production in the context of his competitors, both in New York City and
elsewhere" -Ames & Ward. Semowich 488. Nancy McClelland was a noted collector, dealer and
author, writing several important books about antiques, including "Duncan Phyfe and the English
Regency", "The Practical Book of Decorative Wall Treatments", and "Furnishing the Colonial
and Federal House". Hardcover. 9"x12.5", 364 pages, 295 b/w illustrations. Some wear, hinges
slightly shaken, spine label worn. The following is written on the endpaper in Nancy
McClelland's hand- "Mr. Charles Messer Stow - His Book - Nancy V. M'Clelland". Stow was a
moving force in the editorial world of the American antiques trade in the 1920s, serving as the
Antiques Editor of the New York Sun and author of a number of articles about American antique
furniture for The Antiquarian magazine. A fascinating, unique association copy. [38884] $350
163. McClelland, Nancy. Duncan Phyfe and the English Regency 1795-1830. New York;
William R. Scott: 1939. Limited edition, limited to 350 numbered, signed copies, bound in
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Regency-style red & white fabric. Hardcover. 9"x12.5", 364 pages, 295 b/w illustrations. Some
light soil and minor wear. [38885] $450
164. Meader, Robert F.W. Illustrated Guide to Shaker Furniture. New york; Dover
Publications: 1972. An original Dover publication. The "best guide to subject [with] 267
individual pieces in 175 photographs: chairs, footstools, tables, clocks, stoves, other pieces.
Additional 60 photos show finials, decals, peggings, caning, drawers, more. Captions provide
details on size, color, wood, etc." Softcover. 9"x12", 128 + 18 pages, black & white illustrations.
Minor wear. [38379] $25
165. Meng, Ho Wing. Straits' Chinese Furniture. A Collector's Guide. Singapore; Times
Books International: 2003. "Straits Chinese furniture is a fusion of Chinese Qing dynasty
ornateness and early 19th-century English dignity and decorum. It developed its own style and
uses in the Straits Settlements of Singapore, Malacca, and Penang, and unlike other artifacts of
the period, is still in active use today, carefully restored by craftsmen and taking pride of place in
many modern homes. Settling along the major trade route that opened up between China and the
Indian Ocean along the Malacca Strait, the so-called Straits Chinese or Peranakan brought much
of their Chinese culture with them, yet also took on much of the local culture from Malaysia,
Indonesia, and other peoples of Southeast Asia. This series of books looks at their unique blend
of cultures through captioned color photographs, archival images, and a detailed text."
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 188 pages, color and black & white illustrations, dj. New. [95100] $25
166. [Meyer] Freund, Joan Barzilay. Masterpieces of Americana. The Collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Adolph Henry Meyer. New York; Sotheby's Books: 1995. A beautifully-illustrated study
of this grand collection of the best American antique furniture, including 17th century, Queen
Anne, Chippendale, and Federal furniture, and related folk art. Under the guidance of Israel Sack
and other leading specialists the Meyer's assembled a spectacular collection of superlative
examples of American cabinetmaking, which are amply celebrated in this book. Unsurprisingly,
a year after publishing this book about the collection, Sotheby's auctioned of the collection itself.
The January 14, 1996 issue of Britain's The Independent reported- "The sale next
Saturday of the best collection of American furniture to come on the market for 20 years - the Mr
and Mrs Adolf Henry Meyer collection - is a big event. The auction at Sotheby's New York is
expected to generate fierce competition between aficionados. Adolf Meyer and his wife Ginger
began to collect in the 1950s. They had just moved into a house furnished by Ginger's aunt (in
Victorian style) when Ginger stopped off in Birmingham, Michigan, at the antique store of one
Jes Pavey, an American furniture enthusiast. He saw some fake antique fire irons in the back of
the car and pointed them out. "What can I do?" asked Mrs Meyer, horrified. Pavey sold her a
genuinely old set. Two days later, she rang Pavey and said, "Would you hurry over?" he recalls.
"She said: 'Mr Meyer is here and getting ready to go to the office. Come over and drive in the
driveway, so he can't get out.'" Before Pavey left, he'd been commissioned to redo the house in
American style. "Meyer told me, 'When you find something you think fits in this house, we'll
discuss it and send you a cheque.' He wanted the best." According to the Meyers' grandson,
Pavey was 99 per cent responsible for the collection.
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Adolf Meyer was born in Michigan in 1893, the son of a German immigrant carpenter.
Leaving school at 15 he joined Detroit's motor industry and founded two hugely successful
companies, American Screw Products and Vulcan Forging, which made him his first and many
more millions. The realisation that he couldn't have made a fortune from scratch in this way in
any other country brought on an acute attack of American nostalgia. In 1960, the fever gripped
him to the point of establishing the "Americana Foundation", a channel for buying and donating
to public institutions (tax deductibly) antique American furniture and decorative arts. The White
House and the reception rooms of the American State Department in Washington have been the
chief beneficiaries of the foundation's generosity. Jackie Kennedy got a Federal mahogany dining
table, a Simon Willard lighthouse clock, and a Federal mahogany settee with four matching
chairs. She held a dinner party at the White House in honour of the Meyers. Pavey was a stickler
for original condition before it became fashionable and all the Meyer pieces show signs of wear
and tear. A striking example is the Philadelphia Chippendale-style walnut armchair of around
1750, estimated to fetch $40,000-$60,000. It has a robustly carved back, nicely curved arms and
claw-and-ball feet, but its greatest glory is the leather upholstered seat from which stuffing is
now liberally escaping. "It even has 18th-century rose-head nails," enthuses Lesley Keno,
Sotheby's expert." Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 96 pages, color illustrations, dust jacket. Fine.
[39373] $45
167. [Meyer] Important Americana. The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Henry Meyer.
New York; Sotheby's: January 20, 1996. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", about 200 pages, 222 lots, color
illustrations. Prices realised sheets. Minor wear. [39375] $35
168. [Meyer] Important Americana. The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Henry Meyer.
New York; Sotheby's: January 20, 1996. Softcover. 8"x10.5", about 200 pages, 222 lots, color
illustrations. Prices realised sheets. Minor wear. [41150] $24
169. Miller, Edgar G., Jr. American Antique Furniture. A Book for Amateurs. New York;
Dover Publications: 1966. A re-issue of the first trade edition of this classic text, published in
1937. Perhaps classic collection of pictures is a better description, as what Miller set out to do
was create an encyclopedic survey of American furniture forms and styles down to "about 1840".
In this he succeeded, drawing heavily on many private collections in the Baltimore area as well
as other archives. Ames & Ward notes that the Dover softcover reprint of this set has given it a
long shelf-life, "longer than it perhaps deserves", but even they admit that it retains its usefulness
as a pictorial resource. Semowich notes that "it is still considered a standard reference book",
whose "usefulness lies in its photographs", and Homer Eaton Keyes, editor of the Magazine
Antiques, praised the book in its Foreword as a good tool to acquiring "the fundamental
knowledge essential to a correct stylistic analysis of any reasonably pure example of old-time
American furniture". Keyes went on to tackle one problem with all the pictorial surveys of the
era in one of his better flights of literary fancy, noting that "Not without some guile, I believe,
Mr. Miller parades a thoroughly democratic furniture group in which high aristocrats of
cabinetmaking consort amicably with honest bourgeois types, and even an occasional upstart of
uncertain lineage and doubtful integrity is tolerated if his outward demeanor conforms to a
certain accepted minimum of propriety". Nutting has been criticized for the same failing, but not
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in such velvet-trimmed words. Softcover. 2 volumes. 8"x10.5", 1,106 pages, 2,115 b/w
illustrations. Minor soil, light wear. [39791] $35
170. Miller, V. Isabelle. Furniture by New York Cabinetmakers, 1650-1860. New York;
Museum of the City of New York: 1956. An interesting catalog of a major loan exhibition, with
41 of the 144 exhibited pieces illustrated. "Record(s) many documented examples in both public
and private collection" (Ames & Ward). Semowich 1038. Softcover. 6"x9", 84 pages, 43 black
& white illustrations. Light soil. [35719] $25
171. Monkhouse, Christopher P. & Thomas S. Michie. American Furniture in Pendleton
House. Providence; Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design: 1986. Charles Pendleton
was one of a group of pioneering collectors of Americana which included Marsden Perry, George
Palmer, Thomas B. Clarke, and of course, Luke Vincent Lockwood. His premier collection was
one of the first to be presented to an institution, and a specially designed house was built to hold
it. A leader of the "scrape and refinish" school, his star became somewhat eclipsed in the decades
after his death, but this cannot obscure the beauty and importance of the magnificent collection
he built. A full account of his life and collecting is presented in this catalog, which presents the
American furniture from the collection, and includes pieces bought since Pendleton's death.
Softcover. 9"x12", 228 pages, many b/w and several color illustrations; a little light wear, minor
soil. [31225] $25
172. Montgomery, Charles F. American Furniture. The Federal Period, in the Henry
Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum. New York; The Viking Press: 1966. The standard work,
based on the collections at Winterthur. "This catalog of federal-period furniture at Winterthur is
more than that: it remains the best history of American furniture between 1790 and 1820" (Ames
& Ward). "The catalog is important and well done, and the background section contains much
fresh and interesting information. A fine monument to Du Pont's vision and tenacity as a
collector" (Karpel). Hardcover. 9"x12", 497 pages, color and b/w illustrations; dj. Very nice.
[34771] $50
173. Montgomery, Charles F. & Patricia Kane, et al. American Art: 1750-1800, Towards
Independence. Published in Boston by the New York Graphic Society for the Yale University Art
Gallery and the Victoria & Albert Museum, in 1976. This catalog accompanied an important
exhibition of Colonial and Federal decorative and fine arts, the first major exhibition of
American decorative arts in England. A series of essays explores various aspects of American
arts such as regionalization, specialization, decoration and design. This was Charles
Montgomery's last major project. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 319 pages, profusely illustrated in color
and black & white, dust jacket. minor soil, light wear. [41502] $25
174. Mooz, R. Peter, et al. The Art of American Furniture. A Portfolio of Furniture in the
Collections of The Bowdoin College Museum of Art. Brunswick; Bowdoin College Museum
of Art: 1974. Photographs of 17th, 18th and early 19th century American furniture from the
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collection, with an exploration of English influences on American furniture. Semowich 1418.
Softcover. 8.5"x9", 8 pages plus 43 black & white plates. Light cover soil. [40097] $20
175. Morse, John D. (ed.). Country Cabinetwork and Simple City Furniture.
Charlottesville; published for the Winterthur Museum by the University Press of Virginia: 1970.
2nd prtg. An important selection of essays by such experts as Benno Forman, Charles F.
Hummel, Charles S. Parsons, Wendell D. Garrett, Charles Montgomery, Jonathan Fairbanks, and
others. Ames & Ward. Softcover. 6"x9", 311 pages, b/w illustrations. Some soil and wear.
[35728] $20
176. Moses, Michael. Master Craftsmen of Newport. The Townsends and the Goddards.
Tenafly; MMI Americana Press: 1981. A very important study of Townsend and Goddard and
similar furniture. A joint project with Israel Sack, Inc., Moses wrote the text and members of the
Sack family wrote the picture captions. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 361 pages, profusely illustrated in
color and b/w, dj. Minor wear, nice gift inscription. [35924] $1,200
177. Moss, Peter. Asian Furniture: A Directory and Sourcebook. Thames & Hudson: 2007.
"A career civil servant in Hong Kong who produced books on its history and heritage for the
city's Government Information Services, Peter Moss concocts this superb visual reference on
Asian furniture design through the centuries, illustrated with 451 color plates. Western-style
furniture was a relatively late arrival in Asia, but colonial incursions and the exigencies of history
conspired to bring about profound changes, and furniture design in Asia blossomed into a major
decorative art. China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Tibet, and the Philippines each
developed their own particular designs, from the stepped "staircase" chests of Honshu, Japan, to
the gorgeous Qing Dynasty carved six-poster bed from northern China." Hardcover. 11.5"x12.5"
308 pages, color illustrations, dust jacket. Fine. [39885] $35
178. Mottheau, Jacques. Meubles Usuels Regence - Louis XV. Paris; Ch. Massin et Cie.: no
date (1950s). A lovely visual survey of French furniture from 1725-1760, more or less, the
sinuous, elegant 'Regency' (French, not English) and Louis XV styles, which seem to preview
Art Nouveau forms a hundred and fifty years later. Sixty-seven pieces from private collections
are illustrated in 36 large, clear plates. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 3 pages of text plus 36 black &
white plates. Light soil. [39764] $24
179. Muhlberger, Richard. American Folk Marquetry. Masterpieces in Wood. Museum of
American Folk Art: 1998. The first in-depth study of American marquetry work of the 19th
century, based on the collection of Robert and Marjorie Hirschhorn. Muhlberger illustrates and
discusses boxes, clocks, frames, tables, chests & other furniture, and other pieces, and for the
first time identifies some of the skilled craftsmen who created these works. Hardcover. 9"x11",
239 pages, color illustrations, dj. Fine. [39820] $65
180. [Murphy Collection] The Katharine Prentis Murphy Collection from the New
Hampshire Historical Society. Bolton; Robert W. Skinner Inc.: September 24th, 1983. An
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important auction of small 17th and early 18th century American furniture and accessories such
as lighting, pewter, metalware, and so on, sold by order of the New Hampshire Historical
Society, to which they had been donated. Katherine Prentis Murphy was an important midgeneration collector. In "The Antiquers", Elizabeth Stillinger explains- "Katherine Prentis
Murphy (1884-1967) has been remembered in the world of American antiques not for
innovation, but for style. It is impossible not to recognize a Murphy room. The elements are
bold alternating black and white diamond checked floors; curtains, fabrics, and bed hangings in
dramatic flame-stitch patterns, and furniture with high arching curves, deep carving, and crisply
turned legs and stretchers. The theme set by these striking patterns and shapes is then
embellished with copious sets of pewter measures, plates and mugs; numerous shining brass
candlesticks, and ornamental hanging embroideries and prints. The whole effect is charming- and
utterly unrelated to historical reality. Mrs. Murphy personally supervised and supplied
furnishings for period rooms all over the East and as far afield as Texas, where her good friend
Miss Ima Hogg donated her own house to the Houston Museum". Hardcover. 8.5"x9.5", about
100 pages, 342 lots, many b/w illustrations, prices realized list. Minor wear, slightly smoky odor.
[40160] $35
181. Mussey, Robert D., Jr. The Furniture Masterworks of John & Thomas Seymour.
Salem; Peabody Essex Museum: 2003. The magnificent catalog to the first major exhibition of
the work of these noted cabinetmakers. Includes a complete study of the Seymours, their lives
and work, as well as a detailed catalog of the furniture in the exhibition, each piece carefully
photographed and described. A monumental and important work. Hardcover. 10"x12", 462
pages, color and black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Near fine. [36278] $450
182. Mussey, Robert D., Jr. (ed.) The First American Furniture Finisher's Manual. A
Reprint of "The Cabinet-Maker's Guide" of 1827. New York; Dover Publications: 1987.
A facsimile of the first American guide to wood staining, varnishing, polishing, japanning,
lacquering and other techniques, with an invaluable and scholarly introduction by Robert
Mussey, Jr. which touches not only on the history of the author & book, but on related texts of
the 17th and 18th centuries. Softcover. 4.5"x6", xxxiv + 120 pages, light soil. [39858] $24
183. Myers, Minor & Edgar Mayhew. New London County Furniture, 1640-1840. New
London; The Lyman Allen Museum: 1974. The catalog to an important loan exhibition. "An
exhibition catalog that contains an excellent checklist of New London cabinetmakers. Catalog
entries contain construction details and related information" (Semowich). Semowich 828.
Softcover. 8.5"x10", 134 pages, numerous b/w illustrations. Covers lightly scuffed. [38432] $25
184. [Myers Collection] The Collection of Louis Guerineau Myers. American Furniture of
the XVIII-XIX Century, with a Large Group of the Finest Work of Duncan Phyfe... New
York; American Art Association, Anderson Galleries: April 7-9th, 1932. Sale 3963. One of the
most important private collections of American furniture to come to the auction block in the
1930s. R.T.H. Halsey wrote an appreciation of Myers for this catalog in which he says- "He
knew infinitely more about the touch of the old time craftsman and the wiles of the present day
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forgers than those of us who frequently called upon him... His judgment was unerring. There is
no one to take his place. His ability and zeal as a collector has long been evidenced in his
collections, and his much sought-after advice greatly improved the quality of several of the
important collections of American furniture assembled during the past decade. It is safe to say
that had not Louis Guerineau Myers lived, the knowledge of much of the excellence of
craftsmanship of our eighteenth century cabinetmakers would not yet have been known to us. He
led the way". The furniture assembled here is spectacular, with an especially important selection
of rare Phyfe pieces. Myers wrote a book about pewter but never did write one about furniture.
This catalog makes extensive use of his personal notes, quoting many of them in the catalog
descriptions, making this, in effect as close as we will ever come to a book about American
furniture by this noted collector and scholar. Softcover. 7.5"x10.5", 170 pages, 567 lots, b/w
illustrations. Some soil, light cover wear, light water wrinkle along the bottom margin, binding
slanted. [36400] $85
185. The New York Cabinetmaker & His Use of Space. The New York Historical Society:
1976. The closure of the Metropolitan Museum of Art's famous American Wing for renovations
provided an opportunity for the New York Historical Society to mount an exhibition of antique
furniture by New York cabinetmakers featuring its own as well as Metropolitan Museum
examples. This folder, which accompanied the exhibition, lists the 57 pieces which were
included as well as 27 identified New york cabinetmakers of the 18th century, and includes short
biographies of some of them. There is also a short introduction to the exhibition. Folder.
8.5"x11 (folded) 17"x22" (unfolded). Black & white illustrations. Minor soil. [40001] $25
186. [Nicholson] The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Nicholson. The catalog to an auction
held in New York by Christie's on January 27-28th, 1995. Sale 8082. The auction sale of the
premier Americana collection of the 1980s. Nicholson made headlines in the 1980s when he
broke record after record buying premier pieces of American colonial and federal furniture and
related decorative arts at auction, and then made headlines again when he sold it all. The catalog
Christie's produced for the sale is a sumptuous hardcover, packed so full of color illustrations and
folding color plates that it almost explodes right off the bookshelf.
His 2011 New York Times obituary notes- "Eddy G. Nicholson, a spark plug of a man
who was the son of a factory worker in Sherman, Tex., began collecting early American artifacts
in the early 1980s, flush from his recent success in high finance. His blunt, hard-driving style
unnerved some buyers steeped in Old World collector traditions of propriety, art scholarship and,
above all, privacy. “For one thing, he would sit there with an auction paddle, which was
unusual,” said John Hays, the deputy chairman of Christie’s America, who became a friend.
Important buyers usually sent surrogates or bid by phone, he explained. “And if he wanted
something,” he added, “nothing could stop him.” Mr. Nicholson helped push prices to
unprecedented heights. Bidding on an 18th-century Philadelphia Chippendale wing chair at
Sotheby’s in 1986, he made the first bid at $400,000, and kept hoisting his paddle high while
imperceptible signals from competitors around the room (an earlobe tug, a crossing of arms)
drove the sale price to $1.1 million, then a record for American furniture, according to an
account in The New York Times. Mr. Nicholson got his wing chair.
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In 1980 Mr. Nicholson was president of Congoleum, a publicly traded conglomerate
involved in military contracting, auto supplies and floor covering, when he and a fellow
executive, Byron C. Radaker, took the company private in a $580 million buyout backed by
investors. The deal was among the first of its kind, and the largest at the time, in a decade that
would come to be defined by such leveraged buyouts, so named because buyers used a
company’s own assets as collateral to finance, or leverage, the purchase of its stock. In 1986, Mr.
Nicholson and Mr. Radaker dismantled Congoleum and sold its various subsidiaries for a
reported $850 million. Mr. Nicholson’s interest in early American art and furniture began with
his move to Portsmouth, N.H., where Congoleum moved its corporate headquarters from
Milwaukee in 1980. He wanted to decorate the new headquarters with nautical paintings, and
sought expert help in finding works that reflected American military history. After one of his first
purchases — a painting by the 19th-century artist Thomas Birch depicting a scene from the
Battle of Lake Erie in the War of 1812 — “a light went off for him,” Mr. Hays said. He became a
studious and shrewd collector of a wide variety of artifacts, most of which ended up as
furnishing and decoration in his family’s home in Hampton Falls, N.H. When Mr. Nicholson left
New Hampshire and auctioned the contents of the house in 1995, the lot brought total sales of
$14 million, which at that time was the most ever paid for a privately held early American
collection, Mr. Hays said." Hardcover. 8.5"x11", about 350 pages, 1194 lots, jam packed with
color illustrations and plates; dust jacket. Minor wear. [41135] $45
187. Nutting, Wallace. Furniture of the Pilgrim Century (of American Origin) 1620-1720,
with maple and pine to 1800, including colonial utensils and wrought-iron house hardware
into the 19th century. Framingham; Old America Company: 1924. A much revised and
enlarged edition of this classic, the first book published on the subject of American 17th century
furniture. Like all Nutting books, caution is required in figuring out where the good examples
end and the restored or re-manufactured examples begin. First published in 1921, this book was
beset by controversy almost from the start, as within a year a broadside was circulated by an
ironworker stating that he had made many of the examples of ironwork illustrated by Nutting.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 716 pages, 1,559 items illustrated in black 7 white. Light wear, a little
rubbing to the covers, a little age-toning to the endpapers, but overall a nice, tight, clean copy.
[41891] $45
188. Nutting, Wallace. Furniture of the Pilgrim Century (of American Origin) 1620-1720,
with maple and pine to 1800, including colonial utensils and wrought-iron house hardware
into the 19th century. New York; Dover Publications: 1965. A facsimile of the 1924, revised
and enlarged edition. This was the first book published on the subject of American 17th century
furniture. Like all Nutting books, caution is required in figuring out where the good examples
end and the restored or re-manufactured examples begin. First published in 1921, this book was
beset by controversy almost from the start, as within a year a broadside was circulated by an
ironworker stating that he had made many of the examples of ironwork illustrated by Nutting.
Softcover. 2 vols. 6.5"x9.5, 714 pages, hundreds of b/w illustrations; worn. Furniture historian
Myrna Kaye's copy, with her signature. [6170] $35
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189. Nutting, Wallace. Furniture of the Pilgrim Century 1620-1720. Including Utensils and
Furniture. New York; Bonanza Books: 1977. A facsimile of the 1922 first edition. The first
book published on the subject of American 17th century furniture. Like all Nutting books,
caution is required in figuring out where the good examples end and the restored or remanufactured examples begin. First published in 1922, this book was beset by controversy
almost from the start, as within a year a broadside was circulated by an ironworker stating that he
had made many of the examples of ironwork illustrated by Nutting. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 580+
pages, hundreds of b/w illustrations, dj; somewhat worn jacket. [2014] $25
190. Odom, William M. A History of Italian Furniture from the Fourteenth to the Early
Nineteenth Centuries. New York; Doubleday, Page & Company: 1918-1919. Limited to 500
sets. A large, well-illustrated classic on Italian furniture of the Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque,
Rococo, Classical Revival and Empire periods. Odom published his work when interest in and
appreciation for the arts and crafts of the Italian Renaissance was peaking in America and
England, and it followed several other noted English language studies of Italian woodwork,
interiors, architecture and carving. In many Renaissance-era craft centers, but especially in Italy,
the same workers who created the beautifully-carved church and house interior woodwork and
sculptures also made the furniture, so the subjects were inextricably linked. Odom, however, was
the first English-language writer to focus on furniture, and he drew his examples mainly from
American, Italian, and some English, collections, both public and private. Many examples were
drawn from the stock of high-end New York dealers such as Bardini and Volpi, and others came
from the N metropolitan Museum of Art and the Victoria & Albert. The rest were in private
hands; some of those examples have since migrated to museums, others have changed location or
disappeared from public view entirely. Indeed, the second volume which begins after the
Renaissance and features Baroque and Classical pieces, is drawn almost exclusively from private
collections, as most connoisseurs of the period, Odom included, viewed these styles as debased
and vulgar, and unworthy of museum collections. For present-day fans of 17th and 18th century
work doom's text can, therefor, be a bit challenging, or perhaps aggravating, but it stand s as a
perfect mirror of the scholarly tastes of his period. Whether one agrees or disagrees with some of
his aesthetic judgements, Odom's work remains a cornerstone of furniture literature, and a
magnificent achievement. 2 volumes. Hardcover. 11"x15", xx + 364 pages & xxv + 422 pages,
865 b/w illustrations. Covers a bit faded and with light soil, slight 1-inch gouge in the outer rear
hinge of Volume 2. [39931] $875
191. Odom, William M. A History of Italian Furniture from the Fourteenth to the Early
Nineteenth Centuries. New York; The Archive Press: 1966. A facsimile reissue of the 1918
limited edition. 2 vols. Hardcover. 10"x14", xx + 364 pages & xxv + 422 pages, 865 b/w
illustrations. Covers a bit faded and with light soil, several rubbed spots on the cover of Vol.1.
Vol.1 also has damage to the cloth at the base of the spine. [39700] $175
192. Ostergard, Derek E. Mackintosh to Mollino. Fifty Years of Chair Design. New York;
Barry Friedman Ltd.: 1984. The catalog to a gallery exhibition of 65 designer chairs, from
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Henry Van de Velde and Antonio Gaudi to Charles Eames and Franco Albini. Softcover.
8.5"x11", 95 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor wear. [36915] $45
193. Ott, Joseph K. The John Brown House Loan Exhibition of Rhode Island Furniture.
Providence; Rhode Island Historical Society: 1965. Along with Carpenter's catalog, the Brown
House exhibition is one of the two landmark exhibitions of Rhode Island furniture. Many of the
examples are from private collections, and the catalog is beautifully illustrated and elegantly
presented. Semowich 1179. Ames & Ward. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 178 pages, b/w illustrations;
some cover wear and soil. [30963] $45
194. Pain, Howard. The Heritage of Upper Canadian Furniture. A Study in the Survival of
Formal and Vernacular Styles from Britain, America and Europe, 1780-1900. Toronto; Van
Nostrand Reinhold: 1978. Pain's mammoth survey of furniture made in "Upper Canada" (the
present Province of Ontario) contains 1450 photographs, 249 in color. The first book to deal
comprehensively with both the formal and vernacular styles of upper Canada, and the first to
show how these two types relate to each other. Pain explores and discusses the four major
furniture traditions of the region- Anglo-American, Germanic, Polish, and French Canadian.
Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 548 pages, 1,347 color and b&w illustrations, dj. Hinges cracked, light
soil. [37495] $45
195. [Perry] The Marsden J. Perry Collection [of] Chippendale Furniture...Including the
Noted Chippendale Collection Assembled by Richard A. Canfield. New York; American Art
Association: April 3-4th, 1936. Sale 4247. A noted collection of English (and some American)
Chippendale furniture and accessories. Marsden J. Perry was a noted collector and Walpole
Society member who bought the John Brown house in Providence to house his collection and
enlisted the help of C.L. Pendleton to advise him on his purchases. The foundation of the Perry
Collection was actually the collection of fine Chippendale furniture assembled by another early
Walpolean, Richard A. Canfield, whose collection Perry purchased after Canfield's death. One
thing about collectors- they never stop. After this auction Perry kept right on buying, and he had
another auction in 1948. Softcover. 7.5"x10.5", 143 pages, 296 lots, b/w illustrations. General
wear, especially to the last page with page corners creased and some soil. Yapped cover edges
chipping, as usual. [36407] $45
196. [Philadelphia] Kirtley, Alexandra Alevizatos. The 1772 Philadelphia Furniture Price
Book. A Facsimile, with an Introduction and Guide. Philadelphia Museum of Art: 2005. A
facsimile of the only known complete copy of this rare Philadelphia price book, with an
introductory and explanatory text by Alexandra A. Kirtley. 2 vols. Softcover. 6"x3.75", 59 pages
with b/w illustrations, and 36 pages. Slipcased. New. [90260] $20
197. [Pope] The Joseph and Bathsheba Pope Valuables Cabinet. New York; Christie's:
January 21, 2000. The catalog for the sale of a 17th century valuables cabinet made for Joseph
and Bathsheba Pope of Salem Village, probably by the Symonds shop. The catalog includes
photos and descriptions of this cabinet and related pieces, an essay on Joseph and Bathsheba
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Pope, who were prominent Quakers and among the leading accusers in several of the Salem
witchcraft trials, and an essay, "The Joseph and Bathsheba Pope Cabinet and the Symonds
Shops" by Robert F. Trent. The cabinet sold for $2.4 million. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 53 pages, 1
lot, color and black & white illustrations. Minor wear. [41146] $35
198. Priddy, Sumter. American Fancy. Exuberance in the Arts 1790-1840. Published by the
Chipstone Foundation and the Milwaukee Art Museum in 2004. "Between 1790 and 1840,
millions of middle-class Americans throughout the nation encountered "Fancy": they rode in a
Fancy sleigh, dressed up in Fancy clothes, blew their noses in Fancy handkerchiefs, bought
goods at Fancy shops, ate at Fancy tables on Fancy dishes, and slept under Fancy coverlets. Not
just fancy but Fancy: an early nineteenth-century cultural phenomenon born out of new and
enlightened ways of seeing, understanding, and responding to the surrounding world. Fancy
expressed itself in just about everything that pleased the senses; generally colorful and boldly
patterned, it elicited delight, awe, surprise, whim, and caprice. Whether experienced in the form
of painted surfaces, kaleidoscopic quilts, or imaginary landscapes, Fancy engaged the emotions
and expanded the imagination, expressing the core of human fancy. American Fancy offers an
appropriately fantastic experience of this uniquely American sensibility. Author Sumpter Priddy
has assembled and produced an original oeuvre in the field of decorative arts, going beyond the
traditional modes of furniture analysis, which concentrate on style, history, and construction, to
consider the perceptual and emotional responses through which the original users and viewers
would have interacted with these material things. To this end he employs the interpretive
methods used in the fields of literature, fine arts, philosophy and even psychology. Rich, fully
illustrated, wondrously researched, and bound in a cover that imitates a typical Fancy pattern,
American Fancy does its marvelous subject true." Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 267 pages, color and
black & white illustrations. Minor wear. [41222] $35

199. Puig, Francis & Michael Conforti (eds.). The American Craftsman and the European
Tradition, 1620-1820. Minneapolis Institute of Arts: 1989. An extremely important exhibition
and series of essays. Most of the focus is on furniture, with essays by Robert Trent, Morrison
Hecksher, Francis Puig, Donna Pierce, and Gregory Wiedman. In addition, Gary Nash and
Barbara Ward contribute overviews of the main theme, and there are separate essays on silver by
Barbara Ward and Gerald Ward, American glass by Arlene Palmer, and American china by
Graham Hood. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 295 pages, color and b/w illustrations, dj. Light wear.
[33645] $85
200. Quimby, Ian M.G. (ed.). American Furniture and Its Makers. Winterthur Portfolio 13.
Winterthur; Henry Francis Du Pont Winterthur Museum & University of Chicago Press: 1979.
The famous and important furniture issue, edited by Ian Quimby. An essential addition to any
American furniture library. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 244 pages, b/w illustrations, dj. Light wear.
[33494] $35
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201. Ramsey, Marianne P. & Diane C. Wachs. Fancy Forms and Flowers: A Significant
Group of Kentucky Inlaid Furniture. Headley-Whitney Museum: 2000. The catalog to a loan
exhibition which examined eight pieces of furniture made in Garrard County, Kentucky in the
first two decades of the 19th century which feature unusual characteristics- a stylized inlaid
bellflower design and distinctive joinery. Several other related pieces, perhaps made by
cabinetmakers who had apprenticed at the original shop, were also located. An intriguing case of
furniture sleuthing. An uncommon catalog. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 39 pages, black & white
illustrations. Minor soil. [38813] $45
202. Ramsey, Marianne P. & Diane C. Wachs. The Tuttle Muddle: An Investigation of a
Kentucky Case-on-Frame Furniture Group. Headley-Whitney Museum: 2000. "Around the
turn of the nineteenth century, a young cabinetmaker from Virginia named Peter Tuttle migrated
to Madison County, Kentucky. For the past 30 years or more, a significant group of furniture,
including pieces in this exhibition, have been attributed to him. The discovery of a carved 'P*
Tuttle' mark in the upper drawer of one chest of drawers has led some people to believe that
Tuttle was the maker of this case-on-frame furniture. This detail is significant, but probably not
substantial enough to attribute this body of work to him alone. To help determine the possible
origins of the pieces, over 60 examples were surveyed; more are known to exist. The large
quantity of surviving pieces, coupled with the fact that there are many variations in construction,
suggests that more than one craftsman or shop was at work on this group." An uncommon
catalog. Softcover. 6"x9", 76 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor soil. [38808] $45
203. Ranck, Samuel H., et al. List of Books on Furniture with descriptive notes, issued in
conjunction with the Hundredth Furniture Market in Grand Rapids. Published by the
Library: 1927. At this time Grand Rapids, a furniture town, was the home of a twice yearly
International furniture exposition, and the library was trying to develop the finest collection of
furniture reference material in the world. This catalog's entries are somewhat sketchy, as it
acknowledges, because the job was rushed so that it would be ready for the market; still, it is a
very interesting document of this library at the time. Hardcover. 6"x9", 143 pages, some wear,
spine cover reglued. [38661] $24
204. Randall, Richard H., Jr. American Furniture in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Boston; Museum of Fine Arts: 1965. An outstanding catalog, almost all of which is devoted to
New England furniture. It is important to note that this material does not include furniture from
the Karolik Collection, just as the Karolik volume includes none of this furniture. The Wards (in
Ames & Ward) note that Randall's work is "the first modern catalogue of a major museum
collection (and) has stood the test of time well... Randall borrowed art historical cataloguing
methods and established the basic format for modern collection catalogues". Hardcover,
slipcased. 8"x11", 276 pages, color frontispiece and numerous black & white illustrations. Case
worn. [36791] $100
205. Randall, Richard H., Jr. American Furniture in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Boston; Museum of Fine Arts: 1965. Softcover. 8"x11", 276 pages, color frontispiece and
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numerous black & white illustrations. Somewhat worn and soiled. Noted Connecticut American
antiques dealer Wayne Pratt’s copy, with his name on the endpaper. [38330] $35
206. [Reifsnyder Collection] Colonial Furniture -the Superb Collection of the late Howard
Reifsnyder, including signed pieces by Philadelphia Cabinetmakers... New York; American
Art Association: April 24th-27th, 1929. One of the most important sales of American furniture,
and extremely well-timed as well. Howard Reifsnyder was a wealthy Philadelphia wool
merchant whose taste turned to the antiquarian. He collected books, oriental ceramics & rugs,
and American colonial furniture and arts. He did all this at a time, in a place, and with an
enthusiasm and knowledge, which made it possible for him to assemble one of the finest
collection of American colonial furniture ever made. Reifsnyder was generous with his
knowledge and his antiques- his home was always open to the student, scholar and connoisseur,
and he lent his treasures freely to museums, with the consequence that by the time he died his
collection was known and envied throughout Americana collecting circles.
For four days collectors battled each other in the halls of the American Art Association as
Major Parke knocked down lot after lot for staggering prices. The height was reached by the Van
Pelt family highboy which was coveted by both Hearst and Du Pont, with Du Pont (using the
name H.F. Winthrop) finally winning for a record-setting $44,000.
As Towner sums it all up in 'The Elegant Auctioneers', "It took the explosive Howard
Reifsnyder sale of April, 1929 to broadcast the fact that a highboy made in colonial Philadelphia
could be worth as much as a 'secretaire a abattant' made for Marie Antoinette... In the giddy
antique market of that Spring the Reifsnyder doings were a revelation, the repercussions wide
and long-lasting. Native works of skilled craftsmen gained immeasurable prestige, and to this
day, the auction is considered historic in the chronicles of collecting events. Forthwith, in the
1929 spender's gambol, colonial highboys became the quarry of the house-proud and the stylish.
Authentic pieces were called priceless, their value multiplied; and the AAA was credited, if not
with the discovery of America, at least with its multitudinous exploitation". Hardcover.
7.5"x11", 275 pages, 717 lots, many b/w illustrations. Bound into cloth, without the original card
covers. Covers a bit faded and worn, some internal soil and light wear. [35907] $600
207. Rice, Norman S. New York Furniture before 1840 in the Collection of the Albany
Institute of History and Art. Published by the Albany Institute of History and Art in 1962. A
well illustrated (for the period) catalog of a fine collection. A "selective catalog of a significant
group of objects" -Ames & Ward. Semowich 1007. Softcover. 8"x10", 63 pages, black & white
illustrations. Light wear, minor soil. [40809] $25
208. Robinson, Charles A. Vermont Cabinetmakers & Chairmakers Before 1855. A
Checklist. Shelburne Museum: 1994. A valuable dictionary of cabinetmakers, with short
biographies. There is also an interesting essay by Phillip Zea. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 126 pages,
some color and b/w illustrations. Light wear, small spot on the rear cover where a label was
removed. [33399] $60
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209. Roe, Fred. Ancient Church Chests and Chairs in the Home Counties Round Greater
London. Being the Tour of an Antiquary with Pencil and Camera through the Churches of
Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent and Surrey. Published in London by B.T. Batsford in
1929. Roe was the reigning expert on old furniture and woodwork of the "Age of Oak", and
spent a considerable amount of time prowling the countryside with his sketchpad, ferreting out
ancient specimens that everybody else had forgotten about. That much of his work was done in
churches is testament to the fact that these were some of the only places that the old pieces
remained in an undisturbed state after three or four or five centuries. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 130
pages, 95 black & white and line illustrations. Some cover soil, covers worn, and spine damaged.
Minor internal soil. [42099] $35
210. Roque, Oswaldo Rodriguez. American Furniture at Chipstone. Madison; University of
Wisconsin Press: 1984. "A lavish presentation of this fine Milwaukee collection. Two hundred
pieces of seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and early nineteenth-century American furniture. Each entry
includes all known information about the particular object's history, cost, design sources,
regional origin and unique qualities, as well as a photograph of the piece and a description of its
salient construction features. Complimenting this rich catalogue are two essays. The first
summarizes stylistic developments in the period 1680-1820 and seeks to place the Stone
collection in historical perspective. The second, by Stanley Stone himself, discusses a personal
approach to collecting that mixes obvious aesthetic joy and keen judgment, two qualities
everywhere evident in this remarkable collection". Hardcover. 9"x11", 439 pages, some color
and many b/w illustrations, slipcased. Case with minor wear and rubbing. [39355] $35
212. Sack, Albert. The New Fine Points of Furniture, Early American. Good, Better, Best,
Superior, Masterpiece. New York; Crown Publishers: 1993. Albert Sack's updating of his
classic work. He adds two new categories and features an entirely new selection of furniture.
"Good, Better, Best" has had a place on the bookshelf of every furniture enthusiast for decades,
and now a new edition upholds the tradition. Essential for the student of American furniture.
Hardcover. 8"x10.5", 320 pages, 650+ color and black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Light
wear, jacket rip. [39659] $35
213. [Sack Collection] The Israel Sack Collections of American Antiques. Boston: 1928.
An interesting early Sack catalog, promoting their various outlets and some pieces of furniture.
There are separate sections on "Westomere" (an estate in New London), the shop on Charles
Street in Boston, the King Hooper Mansion in Marblehead, and the King Hooper Shop in
Boston. The text is completed with "Some Notes for Collectors". The illustrations include single
examples of many fine pieces of furniture as well as numerous room shots, which show the way
Sack set up and displayed his antiques. A scarce Sack catalog. Softcover. 7.5"x10", 80 pages, b/
w illustrations; light wear, a little soil. [31580] $45
214. [Sack Collection] The Israel Sack Collections of American Antiques. Boston: 1928.
Softcover. 7.5"x10", 80 pages, b/w illustrations. Moderate wear and soil, a few cover chips, etc.
[35060] $35
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215. [Sack] One Hundred Important American Antiques. New York; Anderson Galleries:
January 9th, 1932. Sale 3940. "Colonial and Early Federal Furniture, Silver and Porcelains of
Distinguished Provenance by and attributed to Chapin, Cowell, Dummer, Frothingham, Goddard,
Gostelow, Hurd, Le Roux, McIntire, Phyfe, Randolph, Revere, Savery, Seymour, Soumaine,
Titcomb, The Townsends, Whittemore, Wilder, The Willards, acquired from notable collections
by Israel Sack". Paper-covered card covers. 8"x11", 137 pages, 100 lots, numerous b/w
illustrations. Covers with some soil and wear, some wrinkling. Contents clean and tight.
[38682] $45
216. [Sack] Celebrating Our 90th Anniversary. New York; Israel Sack Inc.: 1993. A
stunning catalog of superb American Colonial and Federal furniture, issued to commemorate the
90th anniversary of the Sack firm, and celebrating its move to new quarters. Softcover. 9"x12",
112 pages, color illustrations. Cover soil. [37512] $24
217. Sack. American Antiques from Israel Sack Collection. Volume 2. 1965-1967. Highland
House: 1981. One of the major pictorial sources to fine American antique furniture, presenting
in a single volume the many brochures Sack sent to its clients during each year. The furniture
presented is among the best offered on the American market, the photographs are superb, and the
scholarship of the entries is consistently of the highest caliber. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 288 pages,
black & white illustrations. Light wear. [35124] $25
218. Sack. American Antiques from Israel Sack Collection. Volume 3. Highland House:
1981. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 263 pages, black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Jacket quite
worn and torn, book with light wear. [35125] $25
219. Sack. American Antiques from Israel Sack Collection. Volume 4. Highland House:
1974. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 259 pages, several color and many black & white illustrations, dust
jacket. Jacket quite worn and torn, book with light wear, text with several short yellow
highlights, but not bad. [35126] $25
220. Sack. American Antiques from Israel Sack Collection. Volume 5. Highland House:
1974. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 271 pages, several color and many black & white illustrations, dust
jacket. Jacket quite worn and torn, book with light wear. [35127] $25
221. Sack. American Antiques from Israel Sack Collection. Volume 6. Highland House:
1979. Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 300+ pages, color and black & white illustrations, dust jacket.
Jacket quite worn and torn, book with light wear. [35128] $25
222. Safford, Frances Gruber. American Furniture in the Metropolitan Museum of Art IEarly Colonial Period. The Seventeenth-Century and William and Mary Styles.
Metropolitan Museum of Art: 2007. "The Metropolitan Museum's preeminent collection of early
colonial furniture is expertly documented in this long-awaited publication. It covers the full
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spectrum of furniture forms made during the 17th and early 18th centuries-from chairs and other
seating to tables, boxes, various types of chests and cupboards, and desks. Each of the 141
objects is thoroughly described with detailed information on provenance, construction, condition,
inscriptions, dimensions, and materials. Photographed anew in color for this volume, each piece
is explicated in terms of the styles and craftsmanship of the period and is evaluated in light of
comparative pieces in public and private collections throughout the country. One appendix
contains photographic details of construction and decorative elements, and another has drawings
of joints and moldings." Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 450 pages, color and black & white
illustrations, dust jacket. Fine. [35681] $65
223. Salm, Betsy Krieg. Women's Painted Furniture 1790-1830. American Schoolgirl Art.
Hanover; University Press of New England: 2010. "Beautifully illustrated, comprehensive study
of women's painted furniture, a long-lost art that sheds light on women's lives in the early
republic. In this long-awaited tribute to women's painted furniture, author and artist Betsy Krieg
Salm rediscovers a style of early American decorative art still largely unknown to curators,
antique dealers, art historians, and the public. She documents the socioeconomic, cultural, and
aesthetic history of the form, which includes such items as sewing and work boxes, face screens,
and tables. Salm carefully chronicles the process itself, describing a selection of cabinetmakers,
woods, varnishes, and paints, along with the specific tools and techniques used by women artists.
Salm analyzes the styles, designs, and patterns of more than two hundred pieces. Treating these
objects as documents of women's daily lives, she shows the close relationship between painted
furniture motifs and those of needlework and other decorative arts of the period. Thanks to her
scholarship, this art form may now receive the recognition it deserves in the broader genre of
American women's art. Women's Painted Furniture presents a comprehensive collection of
images, most of which are not available elsewhere. Primary sources include recipes, patterns,
genealogies of artisans, chemical analyses of antiques, instructions in methods and technique,
and the original, mainly English, sources of artistic inspiration for painters and needle workers."
Hardcover. 9"x11", 252 pages. 221 color and 47 black & white illustrations, dust jacket. Fine.
[90361] $35
224. Salverte, [Francois] Comte Francois de. Les Ebenistes du XVIIIe Siecle, Leurs Oeuvres
et Leurs Marques. Paris; F. de Nobele: 1975. First published in 1923, this is a standard
reference to French 18th century cabinetmakers, with information on 1000 craftsmen, and marks.
The Comte de Salverte was one of the pioneering researchers into French 18th century
cabinetmakers, and identified the ebenistes behind the marks which other collectors too-often
ignored or discounted as of little importance. Hardcover. 9"x11", 366 pages plus 87 b&w plates.
Bound in neat blue cloth. Near fine. [39602] $45
225. Sander, Penny J. (ed.). Elegant Embellishments. Furnishings from New England
Homes, 1660-1860. Boston; Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities: 1982.
The catalog to an interesting loan exhibition of antique New England furniture, ceramics, glass,
paintings and other household objects from the SPNEA collection. The exhibition "brings
together for the first time many of SPNEA's finest household objects. The majority have rarely
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been seen by the general public, and only a few have been published. Collectively they have
artistic importance, illustrating changes in the decorative and fine arts over two centuries. Yet
their historic value may well be of greater significance. Histories of ownership accompany
almost every object - many were acquired by the original owners of houses now belonging to the
SPNEA." Softcover. 8"x10", 115 pages, black & white illustrations. Cover wear. [39703] $24
226. Santore, Charles. The Windsor Style in America. A Pictorial Study of the History and
Regional Characteristics of the Most Popular Furniture Form of Eighteenth-Century
America 1730-1830 Philadelphia; Running Press: 1981. The book which quickly became the
single standard reference work on the popular Windsor style. Semowich 1473. Hardcover.
10.5"x10.5", 215 pages, b/w and color illustrations. [31516] $25
227. Santore, Charles. The Windsor Style in America. A Pictorial Study of the History and
Regional Characteristics of the Most Popular Furniture Form of Eighteenth-Century
America 1730-1830 [with] The Windsor Style in America II. Published in Philadelphia by the
Running Press in 1981 & 1987. The books which quickly became the standard reference works
on the popular Windsor style. Profusely illustrated and well-written, these remain invaluable for
the collector or dealer or student of American antique furniture. Hardcovers. 10.5"x10.5", 215
pages + 276 pages, black & white and color illustrations, dust jacket. Jackets with light soil and
wear, light chipping. [41436] $45
228. [Sax Collection] Highly Important Americana from the Stanley Paul Sax Collection.
New York; Sotheby's: January 16-17th, 1998. The auction of the superlative collection of this
well-known and discerning collector of fine American furniture, silver and related antiques
including textiles, portrait miniatures, clocks and prints. The catalog includes an appreciation of
Sax by Wendell Garrett, from which we quote several passages- "Modest, unpretentious, and
studious, Stan Sax was good company. To the collecting of American antiques he brought an
insatiable curiosity, a pursuit of thoroughness and excellence, and an unquenchable thirst for new
intellectual adventures. He was the paragon of a collector - a self of unlimited dimensions; a
hugely talented, searching, contemplative, daring, visionary, understanding connoisseur -a gentle
personality that inspired friendship and a character that justified confidence. He was taken from
us at seventy-one, in the prime of his seniority; it hurts to think of what he would have done with
more time, but it also helps to remember how fully he used the time he had. He was an expert
authority and passionate collector of high-style American furniture and silver who valued things
of beauty with which he surrounded himself, whether books, paintings, or other decorative arts.
He had that primary personal attribute for the connoisseur of decorative arts which Charles
Montgomery termed, 'a good visual memory stored with an infinite number of images of
ordinary, fine, and superior objects mentally pigeonholed for desirability'. Stan was a generous
benefactor of gifts to the Diplomatic Reception Rooms of the United States Department of State
and the Detroit institute of Arts, and was active in the affairs of the Baltimore Museum of Art,
The Henry Ford Museum, and the Friends of the American Wing at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art. Hardcover. 9"x11.5", 579 lots, about 300 pages, profusely illustrated in color and b/w; dj.
Light wear. [38504] $35
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229. Schaffner, Cynthia V.A. & Susan Klein. American Painted Furniture 1790-1880. New
York; Clarkson Potter: 1997. A very well illustrated history of American painted furniture of the
late 18th and 19th centuries, organized by locality. The text treats "high-style" furniture of
Boston & Salem, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York, and "country" furniture of New
England, the Middle Atlantic, the South, and the Western frontier. Hardcover. 9"x11", 223
pages, color illustrations, dj. Jacket a bit soiled. [31710] $65
230. Scherer, John L. New York Furniture at the New York State Museum. Alexandria;
Highland House Publishers: 1984. An important catalog which covers the period 1680-1910.
"Most of the objects are labeled or can be traced back to their original owner; thus this catalog is
an important resource for the identification of unmarked objects and is a significant addition to
the relatively scarce literature on early New York furniture" (Ames & Ward). The catalog is
divided by time period- Seventeenth & Eighteenth Centuries (1680-1800) - Federal Period
(1790-1820) - Empire Period (1820-1850) - Victorian Period (1840-1890) - Turn of the Century
(1890-1910). Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 142 pages, b/w illustrations, dj. A fine copy. [38778] $24
231. Scherer. John L. New York Furniture. The Federal Period, 1788-1825. Albany; New
York State Museum: 1988. A great, well illustrated catalog with some beautiful examples.
Softcover. 8.5"x11", 28 pages, color illustrations; a very nice copy. [90246] $20
232. Schiffer, Herbert F., & Peter. Miniature Antique Furniture. Including Doll House &
Children's Furniture from the United States & Europe. Livingston Publishing Company:
1972. "Over 300 color and black and white photographs present a unique essay on children's and
doll's genuine antique handcrafted furniture. Each piece is placed in historical sequence to
demonstrate the evolution of styles and the quality and historical significance are discussed.
From this comprehensive study of miniature furniture, the reader will discover those aspects
which determine the quality of an antique miniature, as well as those particular facets which
contribute to the beauty and grace of a piece. Its wealth of information and careful historical
documentation make Miniature Antique Furniture of interest not only to antique experts and
historians, but to amateur collectors as well." Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 264 pages, many black &
white and some color illustrations, dust jacket. Light soil. [36074] $24
233. Schwarz, Cynthia Johnson. The Art of the Windsor Chairmaker: An Aesthetic Inquiry.
New York University: 1985/UMI Reprints. A doctoral thesis. Is Windsor chairmaking an art, a
craft or both? The author examines this question and documents the process, modern and
historic, of windsor chairmaking. She documents the work of present-day chairmakers Michael
Dunbar and David Sawyer, and studies the Windsor tradition by examining and evaluating
antique chairs. An engaging and interesting examination of windsor chairs. Comb-bound, card
covers. 8.5"x11", 162 pages, poor b/w illustrations. A reprint from microfilm, with consequent
degradation of b/w photos. New. [90183] $35
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234. Schwartz, Marvin D. Please Be Seated. The Evolution of the Chair, 2000 BC-2000 AD.
American Federation of Arts: 1968. A wide-ranging exhibition, organized in collaboration with
the Cooper-Hewitt Museum. Seventy-three chairs are illustrated and described, and the short
entries for each chair combine comments on the chair itself with stylistic notes on the style or
period represented. Not listed in Semowich. Softcover. 10"x10", 61 pages, b/w illustrations;
some soil, a little wear. [7341] $25
235. [Seating] Specimens of Portable Settees and Other Seating, suitable for Sunday
Schools, Chapels, Halls and other Assembly Rooms. Published in New York by the AndrewsDemarest Seating Company in 1893. An interesting catalog which not only shows a variety of
victorian-era mass-seating options (none of which look remotely comfortable), but also the
interior of a "church or Sunday school" fitted with their seating. Softcover. 9"x6.25", 19 pages,
2 colored and many black & white illustrations. Some soil, several light stains, some wear.
[42329] $125
236. Semowich, Charles J. American Furniture Craftsmen Working Prior to 1920, An
Annotated Bibliography. Westport; Greenwood Press: 1984. An essential reference because it
is more or less complete (up to 1984), although the annotations are brief. Periodical literature is
included. The entries are divided into groupings of works about individual craftsmen, works
about regional groups of craftsmen, general books, and trade catalogs. Everything is crossindexed by craftsmen, author-title, and subject. "The materials included in this bibliography
focus on the craftsmen responsible for the creation of fine furniture. Works that give biographical
information about furniture craftsmen and discuss the stylistic and aesthetic development of their
art; works that examine the sociological, political, economic and environmental conditions
within which furniture craftsmen worked, as well as furniture factories and furniture retail
businesses themselves; and general works useful in the study of American furniture are cited.
The bibliography consists of four main sections, the first of which deals with the life and work of
individual furniture makers and designers. The second section focuses on groups of furniture
craftsmen. Works of a general nature that contribute to the study of American furniture are found
in section three. The fourth section contains furniture trade catalogs published by manufacturers
and wholesalers for salesmen and retail stores. A two-part appendix lists furniture trade
periodicals published mainly during the years 1880-1930, and manuscript repositories containing
materials relevant to furniture. Three indexes- -craftsman, author-title, and subject complete the
volume." Hardcover. 6.5"x9.5", 381 pages. Minor soil. [39556] $45
237. Shapland, H.P. The Practical Decoration of Furniture. Part One: Veneering, Inlay or
Marqueterie, Gilding, Painting. - Part Two: Moulding, Pierced Work, Turned Work,
Twisting, Carving - Part Three: Applied Metalwork, Covering with Leather and Textiles,
Lacquering and Miscellaneous Decoration. New York; Payson and Clarke Ltd.: [1927]. A
trilogy which discusses the techniques used to decorate furniture from both the historical and
practical context, illustrated with hundreds of antique examples. H.P. Shapland was the Cantor
Lecturer at the Royal Society of Arts in 1926, and a lecturer on furniture and member of the
Council of the Design and Industries Association. 3 volumes. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", xv + 43
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pages, plus 47 black & white plates - xvii + 37 pages, plus 48 black & white plates - xv + 44
pages plus 48 b&w plates. Light wear. [38972] $45
238. [Shaw Collection] American Furniture of the Colonial and Early Federal Periods,
together with Queen Anne and Georgian Furniture, Fine English Porcelains and other
Decorations, The Superb Collection Belonging to the Estate of the Late Francis Shaw of
Wayland, Mass. New York; American Art Association / Anderson Galleries: December 12-14th,
1935. Sale 4214. Charles Packer explains in his Foreword- "If asked to define the scope of the
first serious collecting of American antiques, many of us would unhesitatingly point to a halfdozen or so great collections, among which Bolles, Pendleton, Bigelow and Palmer are
preeminent, and feel that the whole field had been covered. Consequently, it is with no small
degree of pleasure and surprise that we welcome the appearance at auction of the Francis Shaw
Collection, which has, for the greater part, remained intact since the beginning of the present
century". An extensive and elegant collection, most noteworthy for a group of very fine pieces by
Samuel McIntire, and a number of fine pieces that were originally owned by Samuel Chase.
Card covers. 7.5"x11", 164 pages, 495 lots, b/w illustrations. Minor soil & wear. [39410] $24
239. A Short History of English Furniture. London; Her Majesty's Stationery Office: 1966.
A pictorial survey of 13th-19th century furniture in the Victoria & Albert Museum, with short
notes on the pieces and a good if concise essay on the development of English furniture design
over that period. A good introductory book. Softcover. 7.5"x9.5", 32 pages of text plus 100
black & white plates. Light wear. [33941] $20
240. Snyder, John J. Jr. (ed.). Philadelphia Furniture and Its Makers. New York; Main
Street/Universe Books: 1975. An anthology of articles from The Magazine Antiques. The book
is divided into four main sections- The William & Mary and Queen Anne Styles - The
Chippendale Style - Federal and Empire Styles - New Directions for Philadelphia Furniture.
Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 158 pages, profusely illustrated in b/w. Light wear. [37295] $35
241. Snyder, John J. Jr. (ed.). Philadelphia Furniture and Its Makers. New York; Main
Street/Universe Books: 1975. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 158 pages, profusely illustrated in b/w. Light
wear. [38775] $24
242. Solis-Cohen, Lita (ed.) The Americana Chronicles. Maine Antique Digest -30 Years of
Stories, Sales, Personalities, and Scandals. Philadelphia; Running Press: 2004. "Since 1973
the Maine Antique Digest has been the publication of record for the antiques market in America.
Senior editor Lita Solis-Cohen opens the Digest's archives to present this vastly entertaining
anthology of articles about the quirky personalities, amazing discoveries, major sales, auction
dramas, and staggering scandals that have defined the $20 billion-a-year antiques industry. Here
are landmark sales of silver, tramp art, pottery, paintings, and furniture, and accounts of famous
frauds, forgeries, and crimes of passion. Learn about the fake Brewster chair that effectively
fooled the trade and museum curators until the maker revealed his identity, the discovery in
France of an 18th-century desk and bookcase that sold for over $8 million despite missing feet,
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and the fate of the con man who foiled the antique toy world". Softcover. 8.5"x11", 448 pages,
b/w illustrations. New. Published at $19.95. [95022] $15
243. Sparkes, Ivan G. English Windsor Chairs. Published by Shire Publications in 1985.
A nicely illustrated guide to English windsors from the popular Shire "Album" series. Ivan G
Sparkes was Librarian of High Wycombe Central Library and Curator of the Wycombe Chair
Museum from 1971 to 1988. Softcover. 6”x8”, 32 pages, black & white and line illustrations.
Light wear. [41441] $15
244. Sprigg, June. Shaker Design. New York; Whitney Museum of Art in association with the
Corcoran Gallery of Art: 1986. The catalog of an important exhibition, beautifully
photographed. Furniture, baskets, boxes, tools, textiles, metalware and graphics are included.
This is a good counterpoint to the Andrews books- Andrews worked in black & white and
emphasized the architectural elements and spatial considerations, whereas Sprigg works in color
and emphasizes the wonderful warmth and luminosity of the woods and stains. Were the
sensuous colors imbued in their creations a product of the Shakers' otherwise unexpressed
sensuality which could find no other outlet? A beautiful pictorial survey. Hardcover. 9"x9", 228
pages, color illustrations, dj. Fine. [95012] $25
245. Stevens, Gerald. In a Canadian Attic. "An invaluable guide to almost every conceivable
antique or art object that might be found in a Canadian attic". OK, Mr. Stevens has mapped
himself a very wide canvas to fill- still, an interesting read with much good general information,
by an author who knew his field. Hardcover. 5.5"x7.5", 267 pages, line illustrations, dj; light
wear. [9119] $20
246. [Stickley] The 1912 Quaint Furniture Catalog. Stickley Brothers Company. The
Parchment Press: 1993. "This large catalog reprint features hundreds of half-tone photographs
of mission furniture manufactured by the Stickley Brothers Company of Grand Rapids,
Michigan. The catalog includes thirteen pages of Quaint Furniture figured in mahogany and the
original 1912 price list . The book includes a scholarly Introduction by Don Marek and Richard
Weiderman recounting the history of the Stickley Brothers Company, illustrated with rare
photographs and illustrations from the archives of the Grand Rapids Public Library and private
collections". Softcover. 12"x9", 96 pages, black & white illustrations. New. [90439] $25
247. Stokes, J. The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Companion... Philadelphia; Henry
Carey Baird: 1909. A reissue of one of the most popular and comprehensive 19th century
cabinetmaking and upholstering books. First published in 1829, and first printed in America in
1850, it included extensive information on the geometry and perspective of cabinetry, as well as
technical information about veneering, inlaying, staining, lacquering, japanning, varnishing,
glues and cements, etc. Hardcover. 5"x8", 190 pages plus 32 pages of other Baird titles and 5 b/
w plates. Publisher's embossed brown cloth with gilt title. Covers with slight rub spots and a
little wear, else a nice, clean, tight copy. [39312] $60
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248. Strange, E.F. (ed.). Old Furniture. A Magazine of Domestic Ornament. Volume II.
London; October-December, 1927. "Old Furniture -A Magazine of Domestic Ornament" was
edited by the former Keeper of the Department of Woodwork at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
but the subjects covered were by no means limited to furniture, and this popular publication
changed its' name to "The Collector" in 1930. Subjects covered included just about all the
antiquarian decorative arts of England, Europe and sometimes Asia, including furniture, silver,
ceramics, glass and textiles, with articles written by some of the leading experts in their fields.
Although dated, these volumes remain of great interest today. Hardcover. 9"x11", 210 pages,
many black & white illustrations and some color plates. Minor wear, scattered soil, a few binding
cracks. [37102] $24
249. Strange, E.F. (ed.). Old Furniture. A Magazine of Domestic Ornament. Volume III.
London; January-April, 1928. Hardcover. 9"x11", 242 pages, many black & white illustrations
and some color plates. Minor wear, scattered soil, a few binding cracks. [37103] $24
250. Strange, E.F. (ed.). Old Furniture. A Magazine of Domestic Ornament. Volume VIII.
London; September-December, 1929. Hardcover. 9"x11", 208 pages, many black & white
illustrations and some color plates. Minor wear, scattered soil, a few binding cracks. [37105]
$24
251. Sweet, Ethel Wylly. The Decorative Arts of Camden and Kershaw County, South
Carolina. Camden; Kershaw County Historical Society: 1988. A pictorial survey of historic
interiors as well as furniture, ceramics, glass, and other antiques. "Kershaw County was named
for Joseph Kershaw (1727-1791), an early settler. Originally part of Camden District, Kershaw
County was formed in 1791 from parts of Claremont, Lancaster, Fairfield, and Richland
counties. The county seat is Camden, which is the oldest inland city in South Carolina. This site
was settled around 1732 by English traders and farmers who moved inland from Charleston."
Hardcover. 9.5"x12", 87 pages, color illustrations, dust jacket. Minor wear. [38306] $30
252. Symonds, R.W. & B.B. Whineray. Victorian Furniture. London; Country Life Ltd.:
1965. 2nd printing. "It is not always appreciated that there were as many changes and trends in
furniture design in the reign of Queen Victoria as there had been in those of the previous five
sovereigns. Therefore, in the space of some 50,000 words, this book can attempt only a general
survey of Victorian furniture and its use and place in the Victorian home. Discussion of any one
aspect in great detail has not been possible; the Exhibitions, wood-working machinery, papiermache and the Arts and Crafts Movement, to name but a few, are all subjects, closely connected
with furniture, which have been or could have been expanded into works of their own. It is
hoped, however, that enough has been said on each subject to give a balanced picture of furniture
throughout the Victorian era". Actually, B.B. Whineray protests too much. This is a well
illustrated study of English Victorian era furniture which does a very good job exploring the
development and influences of the styles, the methods and materials used, and the social context
of the movement. Symonds, one of the leading authorities on English furniture, died during
preparation of the book, and it was completed by Whineray, his assistant. Hardcover. 8.5"x11",
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232 pages, color frontispiece and 281 b/w illustrations; lacks jacket, some wear, a good working
copy. [37464] $25
253. Symonds, R.W. & T.H. Ormsbee. Antique Furniture of the Walnut Period. Published in
New York by Robert M. McBride & Company in 1947. A scholarly and entertaining study of
Stuart, William & Mary and Queen Anne furniture, with an emphasis on English pieces, but also
with quite a bit of American furniture as well. There are also two short chapters on fakes and
frauds. Hardcover. 8.5"x11", 144 pages + 71 black & white plates. Light cover soil and wear,
minor internal soil and some notes on the back endpapers. [42098] $24
254. [Taylor Collection] The Myron C. Taylor Collection. New York; Parke-Bernet Galleries:
November 3-5, 1960 [and] November 11-12, 1960. Sales 1995 and 1996. Myron C. Taylor had
an estate in Locust Valley, NY, and a townhouse in Manhattan which housed his fabulous
collection of truly extraordinary 18th century English and earlier Continental furniture,
tapestries, wooden and terra cotta sculpture, and oriental rugs. Taylor was the Chairman and
CEO of US Steel from 1932 to 1938, and then from 1939 to 1950 he was the Personal
Representative of the President of the United States to Pope Pius XII. 2 vols. Stiff card covers.
7"x10.5", 145 + 167 pages, 1093 lots, b/w illustrations; small spot on cover of Vol.2, else a very
nice, clean set. [34188] $35
255. [Tea Table] The Acme of Perfection Tea Table. The catalog to an auction held in New
York by Sotheby's on January 19, 2008. A catalog devoted to a single lot in Sotheby's annual
January Americana sale- lot 168, the McMichael-Tilghman Family Philadelphia Chippendale tea
table attributed to the "Garvan Carver". The table, which is enthusiastically and exhaustively
documented, illustrated and described here, sold for 1.8 million dollars. Softcover. 8.5"x10.5",
51 pages, color illustrations. Minor wear. [41916] $35
256. [Temple Collection] The Jacob Paxson Temple Collection of Early American
Furniture and objects of art. New York; Anderson Galleries: January 23-28th, 1922. The first
of the three Temple sales, and the one with the best selection of American furniture. Card
covers. 7.5"x10", 280 pages, 1688 lots, b&w illustrations, card covers. Lightly soiled, some
wear. [34684] $75
257. Tracy, Berry B. & William H. Gerdts. Classical America 1815-1845. Newark Museum:
1963. Edition limited to 1500 hardcover and 1500 softcover copies. The catalog to a pioneering
exhibition which was among the first to explore the hitherto largely-neglected field of the
Empire, or Grecian, style in the first decades of the 19th century. Although there is much
material here on furniture, there are also sections devoted to silver, ceramics, glass, wallpaper &
textiles, and lamps, stoves & clocks; another section, by William Gerdts, focuses on the fine arts.
Many of the objects illustrated and described were from private collections. The publisher's blurb
explained- "Classical America: 1815-1845 - An exhibition at the Newark (NJ) Museum of
classical designed home furnishings and art of the early 19th century, inspired by the discoveries
of Roman structures and of artifacts that had been recently unearthed in Rome and Pompeii.
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These influenced the development of decorative and fine arts which were shown in this large
exhibition assembled from numerous museum and private collections." Hardcover. 8.5"x10.5",
212 pages, b/w illustrations. Light wear, some soil to the white covers. [38909] $65
258. Tracy, Berry B. & William H. Gerdts. Classical America 1815-1845. Newark Museum:
1963. Edition limited to 1500 hardcover and 1500 softcover copies. Softcover. 8.5"x10.5", 212
pages, b/w illustrations. Light wear, tips thumbed, light soil to the white covers. [38907] $60
259. Tracy, Berry B. & William H. Gerdts. Classical America 1815-1845. Newark Museum:
1963. Edition limited to 1500 hardcover and 1500 softcover copies. Softcover bound into
pebbled cloth. 8.5"x10.5", 212 pages, b/w illustrations. Light wear, original softcovers soiled.
[38908] $65
260. Tracy, Berry B. Federal Furniture and Decorative Arts at Boscobel. New York; Harry
N. Abrams and Boscobel Restorations: 1981. "A remarkable collection of Federal period
furniture and decorative arts graces Boscobel, a delightful example of New York Federal
domestic architecture at Garrison, New York." This handsome, oversized book features brilliant
color illustrations of the furniture, silver, paintings and other decorations, and a scholarly text by
one of the foremost experts on Federal furniture. Hardcover. 12"x12", 165 pages, 166 color and
49 b/w illustrations, dj. Former owner's name-stamp on the endpaper, else light wear. [38911]
$45
261. [Tracy] Important American Furniture, The Collection of the Late Berry B. Tracy.
New York; Sotheby's: February 1st, 1985. Sale 5285. Fine Federal and other furniture and
accessories from the collection of the noted scholar and curator. His October 12, 1984 New York
Times obituary noted- "Berry B. Tracy, a former curator of American decorative arts at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art [was] one of the most influential museum figures in American
19th-century decorative arts. Mr. Tracy was described by Philippe de Montebello, the director of
the Metropolitan, as 'profoundly influential' throughout his 17 years at the museum, where he
held the title of curator in charge of the American decorative arts department from 1968 until he
resigned in 1981. 'His acquisitions for the Metropolitan have been of the highest importance,' Mr.
de Montebello said. Mr. Tracy also served throughout the 1960's and 1970's as an adviser on the
furnishings and decoration of the White House and State Department. 'He was the pre-eminent
authority in America on 19th-century decorative arts and interior decoration,' said Clement E.
Conger, curator of the White House and the diplomatic reception rooms at the State Department.
Among the many other restoration projects for which Mr. Tracy served as a consultant, a favorite
was Boscobel, an 1806 Federal-style home in Garrison- on-Hudson, N.Y., that was restored with
funds from Lila Acheson Wallace, co-founder of the Reader's Digest. 'Mr. Tracy practically
single-handedly revived the interest in the 19th- century period,' said Samuel C. Miller, director
of the Newark Museum, where Mr. Tracy was curator of decorative arts from 1960 to 1964. It
was at Newark that Mr. Tracy organized the exhibition 'Classical America, 1815- 1845,' a
landmark show of 19th-century decorative arts, whose catalogue remains the standard reference
for American furniture styles of the period. 'Before that show was done here, there was so little
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interest; now it is extremely important and recognized everywhere,' Mr. Miller said." Softcover.
8.5"x10.5", 131 lots, about 60 pages, color and b&w illustrations. Prices realized sheet stapled to
first page. Near fine. [39718] $25
262. Trent, Robert F. & Nancy L. Wilson. New London County Joined Chairs 1720-1790.
[in the] Connecticut Historical Society Bulletin, Fall, 1985. Based on a CHS exhibition, this
includes two articles: 'New London County Joined Chairs: Legacy of a Provincial Elite" by
Trent, and 'A Catalogue of New London County Joined Chairs' by Trent and Wilson. Softcover.
6"x9", 199 pages, b/w illustrations; light wear. [6874] $35
263. Trent, Robert. The Spencer Chairs and Regional Chair Making in the Connecticut
River Valley, 1639-1863. [in the] Connecticut Historical Society Bulletin, Fall, 1984. Also
contains the articles "Planemaking by the Chapins at Pine Meadow, (New Hartford) 1826-1929"
by Kenneth D. Roberts, and "Abiel Pease: An Unknown Connecticut Sword Maker" by William
H. Guthman. Softcover. 6"x9", 21 pages (article), b/w illustrations; light wear, label on cover.
[90004] $20
264. Trice, Harley N. Manufactured by Hand. The Soap Hollow School. Loretto, PA:
Southern Alleghenies Museum of Art: 1993. The catalog to a loan exhibition of PennsylvaniaGerman furniture, textiles and other artifacts made and used by the Mennonite residents of Soap
Hollow, just outside Johnstown, Pennsylvania. In addition to a catalog of the objects in the
exhibition, there is a Foreword about Soap Hollow furniture, and a "Sketch of the Mennonites
and Amish in Pennsylvania". Softcover. 10.5"x8", 63 pages, many black & white and several
color illustrations. Light soil. [38800] $35
265. [Vaughn] American Furniture with Labeled, Documented & Pedigreed Examples by
Eminent XVIII-XIX Century Craftsmen. A Private Collection Removed From the New
Rochelle Home of the Owner, Roland V. Vaughn. New York; Anderson Galleries: November
14th, 1931. Sale 3926. A collection of fine Colonial and Federal furniture and accessories which
included many attributed or labeled pieces by cabinetmakers including John Seymour, Duncan
Phyfe, and William Savery. Mr. Vaughan formed his collection at a time when the pioneering
collectors were selling their collections, and was able to secure important pieces from such
famous collections as those of Phillip Flayderman, Helen temple Cook and Francis P. Garvan.
Card covers. 8"x11", 89 pages, 138 lots, b&w illustrations. [38652] $40
266. Venable, Charles L. American Furniture in the Bybee Collection. Austin; University of
Texas Press: 1989. The result of decades of serious collecting under the tutelage of such experts
as Vincent Andrus, Henry F. DuPont, Anthony Garvan and Ima Hogg, this wide-ranging
collection stretches from 17th century tables to a Sam Maloof rocker. Jonathan Fairbanks, who
wrote the Introduction which discusses Mr. and Mrs. Bybee as collectors, called the Bybee
Collection one of "the choicest collections of privately-owned American antiques in the country".
A beautifully photographed, well-written catalog, for which the author, Charles Venable, was
awarded the Charles F. Montgomery Prize, "Presented to the author of the book judged the year’s
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most distinguished contribution to the study of American decorative arts published in the English
language". The Dallas Museum of Art, which now owns the collection, explains- "The Faith P.
and Charles L. Bybee Collection of American Furniture is one of the finest public collections of
its type in the world. Faith and Charles Bybee began collecting antique American furniture over
three decades ago [when] they were among a small group of dedicated connoisseurs who realized
the artistic and historical importance of early American chairs, tables, beds, and chests. Although
Mrs. Bybee selected pieces based on their elegant shape and skilled craftsmanship, she also
considered them as objects which she would live with and use. The Dallas Museum of Art
acquired this collection, which spans two centuries, in 1985." Hardcover. 9.5"x12.5", 192
pages, color and b/w illustrations, dj. Minor wear. [39988] $24
267. Ward, Gerald W.R. [ed]. Perspectives on American Furniture. New York; W.W. Norton,
in association with Winterthur: 1980. A series of essays on a variety of topics by noted scholars,
including regionalism in American Furniture Studies, by Philip Zimmerman - American
Furniture in an International Context, by John T. Kirk - The Furniture of the Upper St. John
Valley, 1820-1930, by Edwin A. Churchill - Images of Appalachian Domestic Interiors, by Dean
Herrin - The Study of American Furniture from the Perspective of the Maker, by Edward Cooke,
Jr. - Timothy Loomis and the Economy of Joinery in Windsor, Connecticut, 1740-1786, by
William N. Hosley, Jr. - American Painted Seating Furniture: Marketing the Product, 1750-1840,
by Nancy Goyne Evans - My Life as an Upholsterer, 1927-1986, by Andrew Passeri - Imagining
the Parlor, 1830-1880, by Katherine C. Grier - At Rest: Victorian Death Furniture, by Ellen
Marie Snyder - Nineteenth Century Patent Rocking Chairs, by David B. Driscoll - A
Socialinguistic Approach to Newfoundland Furniture, by Gerald L. Pocius. An important
reference. 5.5"x8.5", 360 pages, b&w illustrations, dj; a fine copy. [39479] $24
268. Warren, David B. Bayou Bend. American Furniture, Paintings, and Silver from the
Bayou Bend Collection. Museum of Fine Arts, Houston/New York Graphic Society: 1975. The
catalog of furniture, silver and paintings from this important collection which was assembled by
Ima Hogg, a collector of American arts during the first "Golden Age", from the 1920s through
the 1950s. Her collection, along with the Bayou Bend mansion to house it, was given to the
Houston Museum of Fine Arts. Semowich 1532. Softcover. 9"x12", 192 pages, black & white
and color illustrations. Light wear, presentation inscription and signatures from members of a
group, unidentified, on the front endpaper. [32751] $35
269. Waters, Deborah Dependahl. Plain and Ornamental: Delaware Furniture 1740-1890.
Wilmington; The Historical Society of Delaware: 1984. Published in conjunction with a loan
exhibition which drew examples from many public and private collections (some of the private
collectors chose to remain anonymous). The catalog includes an Introduction by Charles G.
Dorman, and an essay and checklist by Deborah Dependahl Waters. The preparation for this
exhibition took six years, including two years of extensive archival research on the
cabinetmakers by Ms. Waters. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 60 pages, black & white illustrations. Light
soil, label on spine. [38758] $45
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270. Weidman, Gregory R. Furniture in Maryland 1740-1940: The Collection of the
Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore; Maryland Historical Society: 1984. A big, brawny
catalog of 260 selected objects from the MHS collection. Although a majority of the furniture
was made in Maryland, a substantial portion was made in other places and brought to Maryland
by the families which eventually donated it, thus providing an intriguing study of Maryland
furniture taste in the 18th and 19th centuries. Softcover. 9"x12", 342 pages, many b/w and
several color illustrations; light wear. [37153] $65
271. Weidman, Gregory R. & Jennifer F. Goldsborough. Classical Maryland 1815-1845. Fine
and Decorative Arts from the Golden Age. Maryland Historical Society: 1993. The catalog to
a loan exhibition which drew from both public and private collections. It explores the
architecture, paintings, sculpture, furniture, silver, ceramics & glass of Classical-era Maryland.
Softcover. 8.5"x11", 8.5"x11", 185 pages, color and b/w illustrations. Some light soil, shelf wear,
tips thumbed. [37912] $35
272. White, Margaret E, et al. Early Furniture Made in New Jersey, 1690-1870. Published
by The Newark Museum in 1959. The catalog to a loan exhibition with a listing of known New
Jersey cabinetmakers. There are descriptions of the 101 pieces in the exhibition and pictures of
21 of them, as well as an important biographical checklist of over 1000 cabinetmakers. There is
also "an excellent essay on early New Jersey furniture" (Semowich). Semowich 997. Softcover.
8"x10", 89 pages, black & white illustrations. Light wear, minor cover soil. [42267] $25
273. Whitehill, Walter M., et al. Boston Furniture of the Eighteenth Century. Boston; The
Colonial Society of Massachusetts: 1974. A classic study, based on a conference held by the
Colonial Society. It includes papers by Brock Jobe on the "Boston Furniture Industry
1720-1740"; Dean A. Fales, Jr. on "Boston Japanned Furniture"; Sinclair H. Hitchings on
"Boston's Colonial Japanners"; Margaretta Markle Lovell on "Boston Blockfront Furniture";
Gilbert T. Vincent on "The Bombe Furniture of Boston"; Mary Ellen Hayward Yehia on
"Ornamental Carving on Boston Furniture of the Chippendale Style"; Richard H. Randall, Jr. on
Benjamin Frothingham; and Gordon Saltar on "New England Timbers...Boston Cabinetwoods of
the 18th Century". Semowich 907. Hardcover. 6.5"x9.5", 316 pages, 174 b/w illustrations, dj.
Minor soil. [39408] $45
274. Whitesides, Mary. Wicker Design. Salt Lake City; Gibbs Smith: 2003. A pictorial survey
of fine wicker furniture of the last hundred and twenty-five years and its possibilities in
decorating today. Whitesides, an interior designer by trade, enlisted the aid of several specialist
antique dealers and some high-style photographers to create a slick (not scholarly) glossy book
filled with photos that could have come out of Architectural Digest or a decorating magazine.
Lovers of wicker will find much to love here by just browsing the photographs, and the
somewhat cursory text manages to contain a few nuggets as well. Hardcover. 9"x10.5", 143
pages, color and b/w illustrations, dj. New. [95027] $20
275. Wick, Wendy Caroline. Stephen Girard: A Patron of the Philadelphia Furniture Trade.
Wendy Caroline Wick: 1977/Ann Arbor; UMI Reprints. A thesis submitted to the University of
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Delaware. %%Between about 1780 and 1820 Girard, a successful Philadelphia businessman,
patronized many Philadelphia cabinetmakers, silversmiths and other artisans. After his death his
collection was preserved intact, along with many of the original invoices, bills and other notes.
This all provides a valuable record of how a wealthy Philadelphia merchant furnished his house
during an especially exciting period in American arts. This thesis focuses on his patronage of
cabinetmakers. Comb-bound. 8.5"x11", 284 pages; very poor b/w reproductions of photographs;
a reprint from the original microfilm. New. [90224] $35
276. Wills, Geoffrey. English Furniture 1760-1900. New York; Doubleday & Co.: 1971. A
well illustrated study of English furniture from Chippendale and Gothic styles through Adam,
Hepplewhite, Sheraton, Regency, and Victorian. Hardcover. 7"x9.5", 256 pages, color and b/w
illustrations, dj; near fine. [6100] $20
277. [Wrightsman] Watson, F.J.B. The Wrightsman Collection. Vol. 1- Furniture [&]
Volume 2- Furniture, Gilt Bronzes, Carpets. New York; Metropolitan Museum of Art: 1966.
The first two volumes (of an eventual five) of the catalog of the Wrightsman Collection, one of
the foremost collections of French 18th century decorative and fine arts in America. This set is
complete in itself; later volumes covered such topics as porcelains and paintings. These two
volumes contain pictures and descriptions of some 500 pieces with physical description,
attribution, provenance, and bibliographical citations for each piece. There are also photographs
of craftsmen's marks, an appendix on the Savonnerie manufactory, biographies of craftsmen, and
a glossary of French technical terms. 2 vols. Hardcovers. 10"x11.5", 671 pages, 332
illustrations, including 35 color plates, dj's. A very nice set in somewhat worn jackets with some
corner chips, wear, etc. [30464] $375
278. Zogry, Kenneth Joel. The Best the Country Affords. Vermont Furniture 1765-1850.
Bennington Museum: 1995. Edited by Philip Zea, with a Foreword by Wendell Garrett. A
beautifully produced loan-exhibition catalog, featuring large, nicely lit photographs, and many
illustrations of original labels, advertisements, etc. Hardcover. 8.5"x12", 172 pages, many b/w
and some color illustrations, dust jacket. Light wear, jacket with short tear. [36826] $60
279. Zimmerman, Philip D. Seeing Things Differently. Winterthur: 1992. The companion
catalog to a permanent exhibition at Winterthur, "Perspectives on the Decorative Arts in Early
America". The exhibition was the first in Winterthur's new gallery space, and featured 150
objects from the museum's collection. the exhibition, and this accompanying catalog, explore six
themes: Change over Place, Change over Time, Technique and Technology, Maker and
Marketplace, Ritual and Custom, and Messages and Symbols. Softcover. 8.5"x11", 80 pages,
color illustrations. Near fine. [39444] $20

